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PREFACE TO

consumer
education
in an age
of
adaptation

In an ag e in which change is a certainty, ihe abil-
ity to adapt is essential in practically al/ areas
of endeavor. "Consumer Education in an Age of
Adaptation" was written to help consumer edu-
cators assist their students in coping with
change. It is designed to serve as a reference
and resourcea compendium of ideas and in-
formation to help teachers modify content and
teaching methods to meet differ*/ tudent
needs while keeping pace in the changing mar-
ketpkwe in which consumer activities are car-
ried out.

Because "Consumer Education in an Age of
Adaptation" is extensive in its scope, many per-
sons in various professional fields were con-
sulted prior to its publication. The following
pages represent a synthesis of their suggestions
and expertise, rather than individual view-
points. For their encouragement and for their
critico2 review of the preliminary manuscript,
the author extends grateful appreciation to:

About the author:
Sally It. Campbell is a well-known consul-
tant on consumer education and consumer
affairs whose informative articles appear
frequently in professional and consumer
publications. She is the author of the edu-
cator resource guide "A Department Store
in the Classroom" and works closely with
consumer educators throughout the coun-
try. Mrs. CampbeE holds a Master's Degree
in Home Economics Education and for
some years served as Editor of The Money
Management Institute of Household Fi-
nance Corporation.
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The content areas in this section are based
on an analysis of consumer activities in the
modern marketplace and the financial world.
They are intended to cover the most important
areas in which students will function as con-
sumers.

As used in this publication, an educational
objective is a broad statement of performance
or behavior expected from learners during, or
at the end of, a consumer education unit or
course. We have tried to make the objectives
both measurable and observable.

Educational objectives are provided to
direct both teacher and student toward vecific
ends. They show what the learner should be
able to cla, as a result of participating in tbe

connimer education program. Instructional ob-
jectives stated in behavioral terms can also
serve as a guide to the planning and evaluation
of curriculum, the selection of appropriate
materials, the choice of teaching methods and
the selection and use of evaluation devices.

It is not ow intention that these objectives,
representing optimum achievement levels, be
accepted as they appear. Rather, they should
be critically reviewed and revised, modified and
adapted, to arrive at an appropriate set of
educational objectives to fit your specific
teaching situation and to meet the needs of
your students. Factors to consider in preparing
and evaluating objectives for your own use
include:

an analysis of the marketplace and the fmancial world as they relate to your students and your
community to determine which competencies axe necessary for
learners to cope with consumer probkms and to obtain maximum
satisfaction and utiliza.lon of resources.

a close look at the makeup of your classes cultural aspects, age levels, ability levels and
economic charaderistics to determine where and how you will
need to adapt to meet individual student needs.

In "Consumer Education in an Age of Adaptation:' educational
objectives fur the six cognitive levels can be identified by the
roman numeral following each objective. A classification of each
level, including primary emphases, objectives and action verbs, is
presented in the following chart for quick reference and use.
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CLASSIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES
IN THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN

EM&SISLEVEL OBJECTIVE VERBS TO USE

II

Show that you know.

Show that you
understand.

Comprehension

Ill
Application

',417r t,$

Show that you can
use what is learned.

-
M.

r,

', ' -4,
k-4 :

, I.:"

ite/1, /1

: 721 I

e

al : S I 11..7.-11

IV
Analysis

Show that you
perceive and
can pick out the
most important
points in material
presented.

V
Synthesis

Show that you can
combine concepts
to create an original
or new idea.

VI
Evaluation

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Educational cbjectives have been classified
in three domains -- the cognitive. the affective
and the psychomotor.

The cognitive domain omeenis the in-
tellectual abilities and tbe developroent of
thought processes.

The affective domain COI:ice-11u emotional
development and is related to irderests, atti-
tudes, values and goals.

The psychomotor domain Concerns motor
10

activities and skills.
Ideally, a set of educational objectives in all

three domains would serve as a guide to
teachers and students in setting up an instruc-
tional program. For those who would like to
work with students in developing objectives in
the affective and psychomotor domains, the
references on page 85 provide a comprehensive
explanation of educational objectives in all
three domains.
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'ICONAL CBJECTIVES
LJCATIONI

I3ESIRABLE ECRJCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN _ _

list basic characteristics of the American economyand describe important principles on which our
economic system is based_ (I)
explain the basic and direct effects of economicconditions on the individual and the effect of the
individual on economic conditions particularly
with respect to wages, prices, supply and demand,
inflation, recession, pi-ants arid competition_ (11)
apply this understanding of economic principles to
his combined role of consumer, worker and citizen.-
(LW
organize his concepts or the economy into a frame-work within which personal financial plans and
activities are carried out_ (IV)
compile information about consumer, business, laborarm/ government points of view to arrive at an.objective stand on pressing economic issues and
problems_ (T7)
contrast his performance as a consumer with estab-lished consumer responsibilities in a basically free
economy_ (VI)

THE RNFORMED CONSUMER CAN - -
tell how values and goals differ for different people asa result of many factors, including ethnic back-
grounds, environment, and philosophical and religious
beliefs- (1)
illustrate ways in which values And goals are related to
the use of resources_ (Il)
demonstrate how his consumer choices and financial
planning are directly related to personal values and
goals- (ELF)
determine how different stages in the life cycle affectindividual goals and as a result bring changes in
spending patterns- (ITO
plan for more efacient and satisfying use or money
based on an awareness and understanding or his own
values and goals_ (V)
evaluate his lifestyle arid speding patterns in terms
or recognized values and consciously chosen goals_
(VI)
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DESIRABLE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN - -

tell what money will and will not do for the
individual, the family and the society in which they
live_ (I)
explain the relationship between occupation, income
and living standards- UV
collect information on opportunities, requirements
and qiiali-Ncations for different types of employment
within a broad area of interest_ (Ill)
analyze the ways various economic factors influence
employment and job opportunities- (Il")
develop a plata to prepare for, obtain and succeed at a
job or career of his choice_ (V)
evaluate future job opportunities, based on job
market trends, personal interests, educational qiialifi-
cations, skill requirements, income, opportunities for
advancement and job satisfaction_ (VT)

THE IrsTronmEr CONSUMER. CAN _ _ -
identify resources that can be used to contribute to
consumer satisfaction- (I)
describe the management process arid explain how it
can help people meet needs and wants with in. limits
of resources_ (Ll)
apply basic management principles to the use of
resources available for satisfying consumer needs-
(L/.1)

conclude by examining expenses and income, which
part of income is discretionary and as such offers the
greatest management possibilities_ (iv)
formulate a. realistic money management plan based
on present and expected future income, expenses,
goals and needs- (V)
evaluate (and periodically reassess) his management
program in terms of values and goal attainment as
well as economic security- (VI)
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DESIRABLE EUILJCATIC)IVAL CoBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN _ -

list various consumer choices and alternatives in theuse of income- (-0
describe choices open to the consumer in the market-place: to save or to spend _ - - to buy or not to buy- - - how much to pay - - what to buy, where to buy,how much to buy - _ to pay cash or use credit- (II)
demonstrate the ability to weigh one alternativeagainst another in making economic choices_ (1././)
analyze economic issues irt terms of immediate andlong-range effects on individuals and society_ (EV)
employ the principle of "opportunity costs" toallocation Qf income and rtialcirig choices_ (Oppor-tunity costs refers to the value of a specific item asmeasured by other items that could be had for thesame price_ Essentially, it is a matter of weighing onealternative against another rather than merely con-sidering cash price of goods and services_ (V)
evaluate the impact cif- consumer choices cart personalfinances, on business and on the economy_ (VI)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN -

locate sources of information about differentproducts arid services- (1)
explain the relationship between sound consumerinformation arid satisfactory purchasing decisions..
(LT)

use consumer information when buying, using andcaring for products, and when 'buying services_ (III)
organize corissimer information according to its ob-jectivity, usefulness and source_ (1-V)
compile adequate information needed to aid inYrInIciing sound buying choices or goods and services..

C

develop criteria for judging how various types ofconsumer information contribute to effective man-agement of resources and decision malciinte_

13





13ESIRABLE EIDUCATIONAL 1DIBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN

recognize methods used to sell goods and services,
including advertising, promotions, sales and buying
incentives such as trading stamps and coupons, and
salesmanship at point of sale- (I)

describe how various selling methods affect business,
consumers and the economy- (fl)

use knowledge of selling methods ta make logical and
intelligent choices in the marketplace. (M)

discriminate between informational and motivational
advertising.. (FV)

develop an awareness of personal motives for
spending decisions- (V)

judge the value and accuracy af various types of
pramotions, advertising and saJ.es in. terms of objec-
tive standards_ (VI)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN -

list the advantages of preplanning purchases and
comparative shopping_ (1)
explain the basic principles of buymanship- (17)
develop and follow sound buying practices for bath
routine and major purchases of szoods and services..
(I7:I)

determine the basic provisions and responsil3ilities
contained in warranties and guaramtees_ (IV)

devise an outline of basic ritsirv Twin g and buying
principles which can be applied to the selection of
major services such as transportatian., education and
health care.. (V)

appraise patential pu3L-c.hases on the basis of personal
values and needs, income limitations, intended use of
purchases as well as on the basis of quality and price
of goods being cansidered for purra-_.thase_ (VI)





'DESIRABLE EDUCATICONAL COBJECTINIES
THE INFORMED coNstymErt CAN - -

define personal housing needs and recognize realisticways to meet them- (I)
interpret the basic terms of standard leases andmortgage sale contracts as well as the basic rights oftenants and buyers and identify those situationswhere professional legal counsel is necessary tointerpret, negotiate or enforce these rights.. (II)
apply knowledge of housing trends, costs and avail-ability to the selection of suitgtble housing_ (III)

outline important aammunity colisiderations in theselection of housing.. (IV)

formulate a plan for finding and paying for housingto meet present and future personal and family needs-(-v)

judge adequacy of available housing in terms ofpersonal and rsarriily values and housing needs for thepresent and the future.. (Vi)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN _ _ _

cite types, sources and relative costs of credit fordifferent purposes_ (I)

descril)e the role of credit in personal money manage-merit and in the empansion of the economy.. (Lt)

choose appropriate procedures when applying for andobtaining credit _ _ - interpreting monthly statements
_ - keeping necessary records - - _ 12:Inking payments-(III)

outline major provisions of the Truth in Lending Lawand point out possil,le violations of the law inconsumer transactions_ (IV)

plan the use of credit in terms of present and futureneeds, wants, expenses and income_ (V)

weigh alternatives to the use of credit in variousindividual situations.. (VI)
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DESIRABLE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN

describe reasons for and types of taxation. (I

explain how gover-aments local, state and federal
allocate ta.a dollars- (11)

prepare accurate and complete records with receipts
needed for figuring personal taxes- (III)

determine appropriate sources of assistance and ad-
vice for preparing tam returns_ (IV)

develop a system for working out tax problems or
working with a tam expert_ (V)

compare and contrast various ways of figuring and
paying personal -t.xes to ascertain the most effective
method. (VT)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN - - -

identify the rights and responabilities of both con-
sumers and business in typical buyer-seller trans-
actions_ (1)

exp7 .in when, where and how to register dis-
satisfaction and grievances and where to go for
assistance when sellers fail to respond to rea.sonable
demands and requests- (LI)

establish realistic expectations regarding product per-
formance_ (III)

distinguisll between misuse of products and product
failure_ (IV)

develop a procedure for reporting grievances and
problems, with necessary facts and details, to proper
sources in a logical, reasona.ble manner_ (V)

evaluate possible procedures for presenting consumer
grievances to manufacturers and sellers to determine
which methods bring the most satisfactory results for
all concerned_ (VI)

17
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'DESIRABLE EI:OLATIONAL OBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN .

identify the more important laws and well-known
agencies that protect and serve consumers- (I)
interpret commonly used legal documents and terms-
(Lr)

choose consumer protection procedures which are
appropriate to the specific problem_ (I17)
distinguish among various sources of consumer pro-
tect:ion agencies, professional persons and eapertsto formulate an opinion about which are bestqualified tc deal with specinc corisurner problems_
(IV)
devise methods of protecting personal and public
interests in the marketplace_ (V)
weigh the pros and cons of spec-Mc consumer
legislation or consumer action before taking a irrrrn
stand either for or against it- (1,7)

THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN _ _

define the rights and resportsnailities of consumers
to themselves, to the business community and to the
overall economy- (I)
e3cplain the importance of protecting consumer rights
and accepting consumer resporesia)ilities.

choose appropriate procedures for carrying out coli-
sumer responsalbilities- (I21)

organize sand classify various types of consumer
act]hrities and legislation to determine what action to
follow and what legislation to stipport_ (IV)
combine and organize corm-lamer rights and responsi-
bilities into an overall guide to consumer action and
decisions_ (V)

judge the importance of the consumer role inrelationship to other roles each individual playssuch as worker, -voter, citizen family member,
student_ (VD
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DESIRABLE EDUCATIOiVAL OBJECTIVES
THE INFORMED CONSUMER CAN -

identify consumer products and practices which are
(1)
harmful or potentially harmful to the environment-

recognize &twat natural resources are limited and must
be conserved,1 managed and protected for present and
future use- (I)
choose appropriate procedures for using and dis-
posing of consumer and industria/ products to reduce
and, where possil,le, eliminate harmful effects on the
environment_ (Iir)

analyze various methods of pollution control and
environmental protection in terms af effectiveness as
well as technological and economic feasthility_ (ry)

develop St plan for personal education, action and
involvement ha preserving natural resources ama pro-
tecting the extvironment_ (V)

evaluate various environmental action groups, legisla-
tive proposals and personal involvement possMnitiesto determine which are most effective and worth-
while- (-1,7)

al objectives are optimum goals for all persons
rner and citizen_ in the consumer education
riatiCMS 42172012g Sifted:ler& Liz cultural back-
rzomIc ciz-cumstances. will largely determine.
NES can be achieved_
'our students will also determine, to a large
rues you will employ, your approach to the
phasis you will place on each content area_
g des4grace tck he4P .3rou adapt to meet the
tents according to their commonalities as well
-ences that may exist among them_

19
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SHARED CONSUMER INTERESTS

As consumers we all share certain basic needs and
wants. A knowledge of these come on interests and
similarities provides a solid foundation for setting up a
core program in consumer education and for accom-
modating differences where they exist. Our shared
consumer-related goals include:

Personal and family well-being and security
a concern for the well-being of ourselves,

our children and our families everyone
desires a reasonable degree of security, finan-
cial And otherwise.

Human dignity the desire to be treated as
a human being worthy of respect, recog-
nition, acceptance.

Employment opportunities the desire to
support otuselves and our families by
working at a job of our choice for fair and
equal compensation with some degree of
job security, feeling of belonging, success
and accomplithirnnt, worth.

Material necessities and comforts the need
for material necessities (food, clothing,
housing, medical care, etc.), the &sire for
choices in satisfying these needs and the
desire to go beyond need to at least a few
comforts of the "good life" as each of us
perceives it.

Fair and equal treatment in the marketplace
the desire to choose from and buy quality

21

goods and reliable services, to pay reasonable
prices, to deal with reputable sellers.

Fair and equal treatment in the community
a fair share of community resources and

advantages schooling, protection, housing,
public services and &dailies.

Opportunity to redress grievances we all
want to be head we want recourse when
wronged, a place to air grievances and a way
to get satisfaction.

Recognition some acknowledgment, some
sympathetic witness to struggles, problems,
efforts and achievements.

Acceptance a sense of belonging among
friends and peers, in a community, in a
neighborhood, in a school, on the job.

Sense of environmental mastery the
feeling of some measure of control over
personal destiny and immediate sur-
roundings and/or environinent.

21
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Use examples of products and services stu-
dents normally buy. While this will vary with
different income levels, different age groups
often follow typical spending patterns. For
junior high or middle school, this may include
cosm et i cs, snacks, entertainment costs,
clothes, records. Senior high students usually
buy clothes, sporting goods, cosmetics and
grooming supplies and, for some, cars and
auto accessories. They also share some family
spending and help make decisions on major
family purchases. For adults you can use a
broad range of products and services including
autos, housing, credit, furniture and appli-
ances, insurance and investments as well as
food, clothing and routine purchases. A short
survey or questionnaire can provide a guide to
spending patterns.

Work with other teachers and consider the
overall curriculum. Team teaching offers an
excellent way to work with other teachers in
presenting a broad consumer education pro-
gram.. Home Economics, Business Education,
English, Mathematics, and Social Studies are
natural allies in teaching Consumer Education
as a team. However, if you are not in a team
teaching situation you can still cooperate with
other teachers. Find out what consumer-
related subject matter is being taught in other
classes throughout the school and in the
community and help students see the relation-
ship between the various aspects of consumer
education.

Use community resources and facilities. All
consumers are members of their community
ana share its resources and facilities. There are
several ways you can use this common in-
terest in adapting to meet student needs
field trips, shopping trips, speakers, specific
assignments on community agencies and bus-
inesses and the services they offer consumers,
as well as programs in cooperation with
leaders, agencies and businesses in the local
geographic area. Whenever possible, involve
the parents of students. Tape these exper-
iences for review and follow-up discussions.

Bring in current events which affect all
students. Topics of interest to most students
include pending legislation which will affect
consumers, important people in the consumer
field, new products being introduced to con-
sumers, economic conditions and their effect

on the consumer and real-life probleoI:i
common among the majority of consumers
today.

Be flexible. Your classes are not only dif-
ferent this year from what they were last year

they may be different tomorrow from what
they are today. Flexibility and an awareness
of your own emotions are keys to adapting in
any subject matter area. It is particularly
important in the consumer field where issues
and answers are changing as rapidly as stu-
dents change. You need to be ready to work
with new subject matter and try new teaching
techniques almost daily A willingness to
experiment, evaluate and to reject what
doesn't work helps create the atmosphere of
inquiry and critical thinking that is needed for
effective learning.

Use a multi-media approach. A variety of
teaching materials and approaches increases
the opportunity of reaching all of your
students. Whenever they are appropriate and
they fit into the program, use newspapers,
magazines, radio, TV, records, tapes, films,
filmstrips and any other available media to
achieve consumer education objectives.

Make the most of supportive services. Your
own school as well as local, county and state
boards of education can usually provide
special services to help you improve your
understanding of students and deal with
specific problems that may occur. Depending
on where you teach, you may be able to
obtain assistance from the special education
department, school psychologist, school
nurses, counselors, librarians, special con-
sultants, reading specialists, other teachers
and supervisors. Services may include coun-
seling and testing of students with special
problems and learning difficulties; supple-
mentary learning programs for students;
special aids for teachers; recommendations
and samples of teaching materials; supple-
mentary courses, or in-service instruction to
help teachers keep abreast of trends in
specific subject matter areas.



ADAPTING FOR

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
Today cultural pluralism is recognized as a key concept in defining and

understanding American life. The "'melting pot" theory has lost validity as
cultural variations within the society have achieved increasing significance
and recognition in education, politics, economics, religion and other areas
of modern society. Expanded efforts are being made in the schools, not
only to acknowledge and accommodate, but in many cases to encourage
and cultivate characteristics of individual cultural heritage. Your school
system may be moving ahead rapidly or slowly to meet the needs of
different ethnic groups. You can be a more relevant teacher if you adapt
to the varying cultural differences among your students.

The following pages on cultural relativism are presented for all teachers
and especially those who work with students who are culturally different

from the dominant American milieu . . . from other students in the
group . . and/or from the teacher's cultural background. The purpose of
this section is to help the teacher communicate with culturally different
students that is, to recognize and appreciate the values, beliefs and
behavior of those students without judging or placing a moral value on
"different" philosophies and modes of living.
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terminology
RELATED TO CULTURAL ASPECTS OF SOCIETY

Accommodation a term used to describe
the adjustment of hostile individuals or
groups, particularly the adjustmeat of cul-
turally different groups into a dominant
hostile society.
Acculturation a process which occurs when
individuals of different cultures come into
contact with subse quent changes in the
behavior patterns of both.
Assimilation a process where close contact
of persons of dicsimitar cultures results in the
mutual interpenetmtion and fusion of cultural
traits, although the borrowing may not be as
pronounced in the one direction as in the
othar.
Bilingual the ability to use two languages
with the fluency characteristic of a native
speaker_
Culture that complex whole which includes
knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, law, custom
and any other capabilities acquired by man as
a member of society.
Cultural pluralism the maintenance of
separate cultural identities within a society_
Custom behavior patterns which tradi-
tionally are accepted as appropriate for mem-
bers of a society.
Discrimination the unequal and differential
treatment of a minority by the dominant
group in a society particularly in economic,
political and/or social areas.
Dominant group that group whose behavior
and customs are considered "normal" by the
majority of the society the dominant group
shares a common value system, language and
historic background.
Ethnic group a society, either dominant or
minority, which has preserved a visibk and
viable tradition of values, aspirations and
behavior.
Integration a state of caoperation between
dominant and minority woups on an equal
basis.
Mass culture a culture in which inost people
think, believe and act alike or similarly.

Minority a subordinate group within a
dominant society, possessing common physi-
cal or cultural traits that are "different" from
those of the dominant group.
Mores the fixed morality binding customs
of a particular group to the extent of even
transcending physical well-being.
Nationality the identification of individuals
and groups on the basis of the country of
their origin and the common experiences of
living within that country's culture; a people
having a common origin, tradition and Ian-
guage-
Nativism a policy of favoring native inhab-
itants as opposed to immigrants, especially in
social and economic areas.
Norms the implicit rules governing what is
considered "normal" behavior as defined by a
particular society applicable to family life,
religion, economics and education.
Prejudice a preconceived judgment or
opinion against individuals or groups without
justification or any basis in factual knowl-
edge-
Race a term used to categorize individuals
and groups primarily according to visible
physical traits.
Segregation an enforced or voluntary pat-
tern of isolation, seclusion or difference in the
use of facilities and in the settlement of
communities.
Status the position of an individual or
group in relationship to other individuals or
groups within a society.
Stereotype a generalization which em-
phasizes only certain traits of a group and
which is applied to all members of the group
whether or not it is appropriate for individual
members.
Subculture a group within a larger culture
which is characterized by unique differences
and variations.
Values the principles, ideals and beliefs
which govern action and behavior of inli-
viduals, groups and societies_
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sensitive
areas
AMONG ETHNIC GROUPS

While ethnic groups vary significantly, they
generally are sensitive in the same broad areas
in which cultural differences are most visible.
This is particularly true with respect to family
lifestyle, religious beliefs, ethnic pride, lan-
guage and education. The following outline is
intended to serve as a cursory guide to help
illuminate those areas and also to assist the
instructor in adapting the consumer education
program to meet the needs of the persons
they affect.

CULTURAL FACTORS FOR
THE TEACHER TO CONSIDER

I. FAMILY LIFESTYLE
composition and "closeness!' of the family
influence of the family on individual family
members
loyalty to the family or to authority figures
in the family
concept of the family group nuclear or
extended
attitude toward unwed parenthood
attitude toward aged members of the
family unit
approach to decision waking democratic,
autocratic or laissez-faire
overall focus of the family child cen-
tered, paternal or maternal
role expectations of each family member

IL RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

basic tenets of declared religion orpersonal
philosophy
rituals and traditions
importance of religion to individuals and
the ethnic group
religious organizations and action within
the community
dietary restrictions and eating habits im-
posed by religious beliefs or personal
philosophy

26

III. ETHNIC PRIDE
degree of pride versus feelings of inferiority
achievements and attributes which con-
tri.bute to ethnic pride and a positive
self-image
outstanding individuals from ethnic groups

current and historic figures
contributions of ethnic groups to the dom-
inant culture in areas such as the humani-
ties, medicine, research, law, education,
entertainment, government
strength of the relationship and ties with
the country of an ethnic group's origin

W. LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES AND
VARIATIONS

extent of variation from the dominant
group language and usage
willingness to adapt
weaknesses and strengths in oral and
written communication
language spoken at home native tongue
extent of communication problems among
students, parents, teachers, administrators
and the community in general
colloquial and vemaculaT usages of lan-
guage which result from regional, local,
cultural and age factors

V. EDUCATION
attitude toward education as a means to an
end or an end in itself
difference in educational objectives for
boys versus girls in the family or subculture
respect for or suspicion of teachers,
administrators or other authority figures,
and the school system
educational level and aspirations of the
family
educational aspirations for youngsters



suggestions
FOR ACCOMMODATING
ETHNIC DIVERSITY
IN THE CLASSROOM

A diversity of cultures in the classroom
presents a unique challenge to teachers. But it
also offers advantages insofar as it broadens
the educational experience of students and
their instructors alike. The challenge lies in
reaching every individual in the group and
preventing cultural variations from becoming
a barrier between teacher and students and
among the students themselves. Ethnic
diversity in your classroom provides an oppor-
tunity to draw on positive aspects of various
cultures as they relate to subject matter.
Above all, it opens avenues of communication
upon which to build an understanding of
other lifestyles in the mosaic of cultimal
pluralism which is America. Some techniques
and practices which can help you adapt to the
cultural differences of your students follow.

Make an effort to understand and when it
can come naturally to speak that language
of the students which grows out of their
culture, ethnic communities and/or regional
customs. When assigned to teach in schools
where language is significantly different or
unique, it may be helpful to keep a vocabu-
lary listing in a notebook, writing down new
words and terms which must be understood
to communicate effectively with students.
Emphasize standard English usage to the
extent required for the student to function
competently when carrying out cons%2mer and
fmancial affairs

Look for the positive aspects of each cultural
group represented in the Oa ,aroom. Find and
commend whatever is particularly admirable
in different individuals and thefr cultural
heritage.

Become familiar with the communities from
which students are drawn. What ethnic organi-
zations exist in the different communities and
what is their purpose? Do food stores and
restaurants feature ethnic food and meal
specialties? What religious groups and activ-
ities are important in each community? Is
there a community or ethnic news *Ter or
other publication? What are the economic and
occupational patterns?

..;=..zr, .27

Learn something about the lifestyle, concerns
and aspirations of students and their families.
What type of housing and living conditions
prevail? What are the spending patterns?
Where do students and their families shop?
What type of problems are common with
respect to the buying and use of goods and
services and the management of financial
matters? Where are students and their fan..;ies
likely to go for advice and help when it is
needed? Will they accept the advice and
assistance of "outsiders?"

Develop a viable home / school relationship.
Try to communicate regularly with parents or
guardians and keep them informed of the
objectives and activities in the classroom and
the schooL When parents use a language other
than English, make an effort to send messages
to the home in both the native tongue and in
English.

Capitalize on the advantages ethnic diversity
can offer. Search out unique ways various
ethnic groups deal with situations related to
consumer activities and financial manage-
ment.

Obtain suggestions and participation from
students in building a curriculum suited to
particular cultural needs. Students can indi-
cate when the curriculum should cover diffi-
culties such as language difference, unfam-
iliarity with shopping facilities and consumer
agencies, fear or distrust of outside advisors
and agencies. When students participate in
planning you are more likely to gain an
awareness of their needs.

Employ teaching techniques that lead to
better communication and understanding
among students. These include:

role playing- of typical consumer activities
and situations
puppets for dramatizing different consumer
attitudes and behavior
simulation in the form of games which put
students in realistic situations
case studies for presenting a realistic set of
circumstances for students to analyze and
make recommendations
unfinished sentences or stories for students
to complete
unsolved problems for students to analyze
and find acceptable solutions as well as
ways to avoid similar problemr !_ri the
future.

The use of literature and resource people who
can offer insight into different cultural back-
grounds can also increase mderstanding in the
classroom. 27



considerations
FOR ADAPTING CONSUMER EDUCATION
CONTENTAREAS ID MEET ME NEEDS
OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS

THE C ONSUMER AND THE ECONOMY

To what degree do minority groups feel they
are a part of the mainstream of economic life
in the dominant society?
Are ethnic groups in the area actually par-
ticipating in the dominant society? If not, is it
desirable from their own point of view to
make an effort at participating?
How different is the economic pattern of
various ethnic groups from the American
economic system?

VALUES AND GOALS

Are values similar to, or different from, the
value system of the dominant society?
Where are major departures from the dom-
inant value system?
How do values and goals of individuals and
ethnic groups relate to existing reward-
punishment theories within the school and
within your classroom?
What changes in the reward-punishment con-
cept would be advisable for students with
different value structues? What are the "good
things in life" for different students?

OCCUPATIONS AND INCOME

Do family loyaltles .nterfere with routine job
responsibilities?
Do families depend largely on income from
husband, wife, or both, from the extended
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family group or from some form of public
assistance?
Is a wife's working considered acceptable or
unacceptable, common or exceptional, op-
tional or necessary? If the wife's salary
exceeds that of her husband, is this accepted
or rejected by the male head of the family'
Does family pride stand in the way of
accepting public assistance or other forms of
welfare, even when it is needed?
What types of employment are the most
common in the community?
What are family attitudes toward unemploy-
ment?
What are the educational levels and as-
pirations?
Is the choice of occupation open, governed by
family or ethnic tradition, or restricted by
environmental or prejudicial factors?
Are there any traditional occupations in
which different ethnic groups tend to excel or
dominate?

MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES

Who makes major decisions mother, father,
both, grandparents or members of the ex-
tended family group?
Who, in addition to the immediate family,
must be considered in alioading resources?
To what degree are the fundamentals of
financial management understood?
What, if any, family or ethnic customs exist
with respect to money and its use?



ECONOMIC CHOICES AND BUYING
GOODS AND SERVICES

To what extent might economic choices be
influenced by ethnic backgrounds?
What types of goods and services are con-
sidered necessities and what an luxuries?
Where are families likely to shop for different
types of goods and services?
Where do families go for consumer infor-
mation and to what extent are they likely to
seek out information?

HOUSING

Does housing the family include only immed-
iate family or the extended family woup as
well?
Is the number of persons living in the home
fairly constant or does it fluctuate?
Do families in the area have any real choice of
shelter and housing conditions?
What characterizes housing? Spaciousness or
excessive crowding . . outer-imposed ghetto,
self-imposed ghetto or non-ghetto . . . multi-
ple or single family dwellings . . . inner city,
suburban or rural environment . . adequate
or inadequate facilities . . well or poorly
maintained structures?
What are attitudes toward ownership versus
rental housing?

CONSUMER CREDIT

What are attitudes toward immediate versus
delayed gratifications?
What are attitudes and practices with respect
to using consumer credit for different needs
and wants?
What are the attitudes toward, and frequency
of, delinquency, bankruptcy, repossession and
other legal procedures related to the use of
credit and failure or inability to pay debts?

SAVINGS, INVESTMENTS AND
INSURANCE

What, if any, mutual aid provisions exist
within the ethnic group, community or
family?
What types and quality of financial security
might be provided through employment and
through government or other outside assis-
tance?
What fmancial aid might be available through
religious or benevolent groups within the
ethnic community?
What are attitudes toward the use of fmancial
institutions familiarity, suspicion, trust,
confidence, awe?
How might health care emergencies be met?

CONSUW-A GRIEVANCES AND
PROTECTION

What are attitudes toward, and awareness of,
various agencies and individuals who aid and
protect consumers?
What types of consumer difficulties are com-
mon in the community?
To what extent sae families willing and able
to protect their own interests?
To what extent are language and customs a
barrier to self-protection and use of protective
agencies?

CONSUMER RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

To what extent are members of ethnic groups
aware of the consumer rights and responsi-
bilities which exist in the dominant society?
In the practical sens e. can the subculture
groups truly exercise th3 rights and accept the
responsibilities outlined by the don3inant
society and are they madvated to do so?

29



ADAPTING FOR

AGE DIFFERENCES
How do needs and interests vary at different ages? How do consumer activities

and responsibilities vary? How can we adapt content and techniques in consumer

education classes to meet the needs of different age groups? Let's consider the three

age groups most hlrely to take consumer education courses junior high or middle

school (6th, 7th, 8th and 9th grades), senior high school (10th, 11th and

I2th grades) and adults.

Students of all ages will be primarily interested in the consumer problems they

face on a day-to-day basis . . or expect to face in the near future. The following

chart provides a very general guide to the consumer experiences and characteristics

of students within the three groups. While there will be variations among different

students and classes, the chart is designed primarily to help you identify the consumer

characteristics of your students and to help you adapt content to meet their needs and

interests according to the various age levels.

students as consumers
JUNIOR: HIGH SENIOR HIGH
AND MIDDLE-SCHOOL

ADULTS

NCOME

30

Generally receive the
lowest income of the
three groups, but spend-
ing power is increadng
rapidly. Depend pri-
marily on parents for dis-
cretionary income al-
lowances, handouts or
some other system_

Generally receive higher
income than junior high.
D e p end largely on
parents but may supple-
ment income with .7arn-
ings from part-time jobs.
Some may even help sup-
port the family

Receive income related
to earning power, as dic-
tated by ability, ambi-
tion, training, education,
job opportunities and
economic conditions.
Other sources of income
include dividends, inter-
est, rent, welfare pay-
ments, social security,
pen.dons.
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LEARNING CHAZACTERISTICS OF
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS

Begin to enjoy analyzing and solving
problems together with evaluating
results and making judgments.

Gradually becoming more
sophisticated.

ADAPTING CONTENT AND TECHNIQUES
TO MET THEIR NEEDS

Provide problem-solvingsituations. Present materials, con-cepts, cases for evaluation; use leading questions to stimu-
late thought and discussion. Try questions such as: Whatdo you think? Why? How could it be better? What wentwrong? If you had a business, how would you treat
customers?

_

Discuss current events related to consumer affairs. Use
newspapers, magazines and other md-life props; make
smart consumership a desirable goal; evaluate pending
consumer legislation and action programs.

4

to show greater independence. Provide for individual assignments and projects and for
independent study and outside learning experiences.

Desire to participate in tea
learning process. Offer students opportunities to help plan curriculum and

projects. Assign able students to "teach" certain concepts
individually, in pairs or in small groups. Ask for suggestions

possibly through a suggestion box. Let students take part
in evaluating materials, projects, activities and in leading
discussion sessions.

Begin to take greater interest in the
future particularly immediate
future be it a job, college, armed
form or marriage.

Create an atmosphere to encourage exploring just what
consumer problems students will face in the near future.
Find ways to identify the problems and find solutions
through surveys of recent graduates, interviews with col-
lege students or employers, talks by personnel managers,field tiips to schools or businesses, discussion of needs and
financial problems common to recent graduates in differentsituations college, job, marriage, etc.

33
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ADAPTING FOR

DIFFERENCES IN
LEARNING ABILITIES

To what extent does ability of students
determine which approach and what teaching
techniques to use in consumer education
classes? In most instances, students in con-
sumer education are not grouped according to
ability and test scores. You normally will get
a combination of high-, average- and low-abil-
ity students. However, your group may fall
predominantly into one level _more than any
other. In any event, you, as ththinstructor, are
expected to teach students of widely differing
abilities whether they are in the same or in
separate classes. When adapting to meet the
needs of students with different learning
abilities, it is recommended that teachers keep
in mind the following:

Many variables enter into learning ability
including home environment, classroom
atmosphere, psychological makeup of the
student, self-image of the student, patterns of
success and failure in the student's past and
expectations of the teacher. A student's learn-
ing abffity may well be improved or impeded
by a change in the factors affecting learning
ability.

Learning ability varys among students in
degree, not in kind. The low-ability learner
can learn and the high-ability learner can
experience learning difficulties. Each needs
challenges suited to his capacity and reason-
able standards set for his achievement poten-
tial.

Basic life needs of low- and high-ability
learners are similar, though not necessarily
identical. Similarities are particularly out-
standing with respect to social development,

citizenship, physical and mental health, voca-
tional efficiency and consumer comPetence.

The general ability level of the individual
student does not necessarily appiy in all areas
of achievement. A low-level learner frequently
possesses special talents in certain areas and
the high-level learner frequently has difficulty
in certain areas. Each needs the chance to
develop his own special talents and to receive
help in dealing with his weaknesses and
limitations.

Emotional needs of low- and high-ability
learners are similar. Both require affection,
recognition, a sense of belonging, a balance
between success and failure as well as voca-
tional satisfaction.

You may find it helpful to re-
view the major variations between
high- and low-ability learners. The
following pages provide a very gen-
eral outline of those differences
with suggestions for adapting con-
tent and teaching techniques to
meet the needs of students with
different abilities. Generalizations
relating to the various char-
acteristics have been synthesized
from references on page 86 and are
presented in tabular form for your
convenience and use.
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WHEN STUDENTS SHOW
THE FOLLOWING

MENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS YOU CAll ADAPT TO MEET MEM NEEDS BY:
Intellectually ahead of their peers Providing challenge through special assignments or more

difficult aspects of group assignments.
.

Abibtyto read well and.
pleasure

,....
.

reding.

Ar zaaf. .
..,.. v. ..,,,sl.,

Ability to learn quickly and to
retain information Presenting new materials and challenges at a steady pace

avoiding excessive repetition; involving the students in
new challenges at the first signs of boredom.
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Ability to deal effectively with
intellectual tasks abstractions,
generalizations, comparisons,
evaluation of information

Giving opportunities to analyze messages in advertising and
product information; to evaluate material; to organize facts
and put together a package of information or guidelines for a
specific situation, such as choosing an insurance or investment
program for a family with given characteristics.
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Curiosity, originality, initiative,
independence, a sense of humor

Providing opportunities for independent study and projects
permitting originality in the use and interpretation of matmial

encouraging a follow-up on unanswered questions; for
example, a complete study on the ways one or more companies
handle consumer inquiries and pro olems.
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Participation in extracurricular activities
and a wide variety of interests

Encouraging students to pursue outside interests which are
related to material being covered in class and to enrich
classroom sessions with experiences outside the school
providing the proper atmosphere for relating outside interests
and activities to classroom learning.
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ADAPTING FOR

DIFFERENT

ECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS

How do the economic characteristics of your students and their families

determine the approach and teaching techniques you will use in consumer

education classes? Whik many classes are made up of students ranging from

low to high on the economic scak, other schools may be located in

geographic areas which draw students with simikr economic characteristics.

Whether your students cr.! predominantly from low-income families, from

adequate-income families, or from both ends of the economit

you may find it helpful to consider differences in consumer behcwior

which are related to economic cheaucteristics.
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ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS

First, consider the terms as used in this
section. In speaking of economically disad-
vantaged studentsusually from low-income
families we are refening to those at the
lower end of the socioeconomic scale who
frequently, but not always, suffer from the
following disadvantages:

poor reading and language skillsstudents
tend to read and speak poorly because of
low stimulus, limited experience and lack
of motivation at home, in the community
and often at schooL Language difficulties
encountered by non-Rnglish speaking stu-
dents may cause them to be placed with
slow learners.

low educational achievementthey may be
potential dropouts who may finish high
school when encouraged but have limited
educational opportunity for advanced
schooling.

low, irregular or no incomefrequently
parents are employed in low-level jobs
because orpoztimities for training, edu-
cation and employment may be rare or
nonexistent in the community.

unfair treatment in the marketplace
frequently low-income consumers are vic-
timized because of limited knowledge, ex-
perience and recourse.

restricted in the number of economic choices
low-income consumers must spend most
of their money on necessities leaving little
c? no opportunity for discretionary spand-
ing. Also, transportation problems and lack
of experience frequently result in low-
income f2nolies shopping almost entirely in
theii own neighborhoods.

re;

ECONOMICALLY ADVANTAGED
STUDENTS

In speaking of the economically advantaged
studentusually from an adequate-income
familywe refer to those at the middle or
upper end of the socioeconomic, scale who
generally enjoy the following advantages:

adequate or above-average reading skills and
language abilitystudents tend to read and

speak well because of emphasis placed on
these skills in the home, community and
school.

average or above-average educationa! achieve-
mentyoungsters generally finish high school

and go on to college or some other form of
additional education and training.

average or above-average incomesusually
parents are employed at regular and high-
level jobs because of training, education
and social advantages as well as more
opportunities to develop and utilize talent
and ability.

fair treatment in the marketplacealthough
they may experience the frustrations com-
mon to all consumers, the economically
advantaged are less frequently victims of
systematic schemes to cheat them.

a wide range of economic choicesfamilies
with adequate incomes generally can make
many choices on the use of income that is
not required for necessities. Also, the stable
economic situation of adequate-income
consumers provides many choices con-
cerning the use of money.
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DIFFERENCES
IN

CONSUMER
BEHAVIOR

Certain diterences in consumer behavior, attitudes and characteristics have been
isolated and defined in three basic areasshopping habits, choice-making and
financial planning. While based on valid research (see bibliography on page 87),
these differences are presented only for your information and consideration, and
are in no way intendet; to be reliably descriptive in all circumstances.

It should also be noted that practices among the disadvantaged are lamely a
result of being disadvantaged and living constantly with an inadequate balance
between resources and needs. The following materials are in no way intended to
imply that the economically disadvantaged consumers are poor managers. On the
conbury, given their external limitations, many poor consumers cope exceedingly
well and frequently manage more efficiently than their adequate-income
counterparts could do under the same set of circumstances.
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AREA THE ECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED

THE ECONOMICALLY
ADVANTAGED

Shopping
Habits

Frequently insecure, self-conscious,
reluctant to ask questions when
shopping.
Likely to buy repeatedly in the same
storeswhere atmosphere is friendly
and credit is readily available.
Inclined to buy the first item
presented.
Conscious of brand names but
rarely have product features and
price clearly in mind before shopping.
Usually confme shopping and other
consumer activities to neighborhood
and surrounding area, because of
transportation difficulties and/or
lack of confidence in a "different
area."

Generally confident, secure and
willing to ask questions about products
and services when shopping.
Tend to shop around from store
to store, particularly for
major purchases.
Likely to compare similar items
and brands.
Often compare ads and product ratings
and shop with preconceived needs and
preferences in mind.

Tend to branch out into other geo-
graphic areasmay shop in several
shopping centers, in downtown area
and local or neighborhood shops.

Choice-
Making

Frequently make buying choices
on the basis of advertising and
claims of salespeople.

Tend to be impulsive, emotional
and non-rational in maldng
decisions.
Enjoy little opportunity to
choose from a variety of
alternatives.

Lilrely to depend on personal
judgment and to evaluate
produck, ads, and salesperson's
claims critically.
Generally plan major decisions
and tend to make rational
choices.
Enjoy a wide range of
alternatives in the marketplace
and in financial planning.

Financial
Planning

Usually more concerned with the
present than with the future.

Usually awed by financial
institutions.

Inexperienced and iiriAlcilled in
the use of financial tools of credit,
savings, investments and insurance.

Inclined to plan ahead, particularly
for major purcbases and fmancial
security.
Usually familiar with fmancial
institutions and frequently use
financial services.
Knowledgeable in obtaining
fmancial advice and using
credit, savings, investments
and insurance.

Adapting for different economic characteristics among students primarily involves:
a general awarenew; of major economic characteristics of students and families in yourclasses and in the communityparticularly with respect to such indicators as income

levels, educational levels, employment, spending patterns.

a knowledge of the types of consumer problems that are common among students and theirfaniilips

an emphasis on problem areas and on practical, realistic approaches to difficulties.
The following section on common consumer problems offers a variety of learning
experiences suited to students from different economic backgrounds. You can choose those
most appropriate for students in your classes based on your knowledge of their economic
situations.

-
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COMMON CONSUMER PROBLEMS
AND LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Following we a few of the common
consumer problem areas together with
suggested learning experiences some
for all students, others particularly
suited to the economically disadvantaged
and others for the economically
advantaged. You, the teacher, will
want to decide for you rself which
problem areas deserve the greatest
emphasis with your swdents and
which learning experiences are best
suited to the individuals in your class
and to the group as a whole, on the
basis of economic chwucteristics wad
consumer experiences of student&
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PROBLEy AREA I:

earning money
(Relates to Content Area: Occupation and Income, page 12)

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
*Arrange for individual intaviews and counseling on job

choices.

Research and discuss job opportunities and qualifica-
tions with emphasis on types of employment and jobs
which are within the reach of the majority of studeins.

Conduct a survey of summer and part-time job oppor-
tunities in your areainvestigate pay, hours, working
conditions, ways to get jobs, ehc.

Study employment ads from local newspapers. Ques-
tions to discuss includa What do the ads show about the
local job market? What do the twins and abbreviations
used in tbe ads mean? What do the ads tell about vatious
jobs and job qualifications?

*Arrange study trips to business firms and government
offices where students from the area would most likely
apply for jobs or training.

Work with distributive education to introduce students
to different types of jobs and to arrange work exper-
ience in connection with school.

Contact several employment agencies to find out the
services provided, the cost of services and the opeutbig
policies of each agency. Follow up with research and
discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of
seeldng employment through an agency together with
criteria for selecting a suitable employment agency.

*Obtain application forms for various types of jobs and
from different companies. Analyze the forms to find out
the type of information required, qualifications for the
different jobs, policies of different companies in inter-
viewing job applicants. When possible and appropriate,
reproduce application forms to give students an oppor-
tunity to become faimliar with them and to practice
completing forms.

Compose suitable letters for applying for a specific job
or for =wring employment advertisements in the
newspapers.

Shnulate an employment office with some students
acting as intwviewers and others as job applicants with
stated quallficalions applying for given positions. Involve
tbe entire class in the simulation by allowing time for
questions and discussion during and following each
simulated interview.

*Schedule talks by recent graduates who are now em-
ployed or assign individuals to interviewrecent graduates
who are employed and report to the class. Questions to
explore include: What type of work does the job cal/

for? What are the working conditions? How do you fit
into the work world? Were there problems in adjusting
to and performing the job? Whatare the advantages and
disadvantages of the job?
Discuss and illustrate appropriate dress, grooming and
manner for various types of jobs.

Set up role playing situations to act out 1) applying fora
job, 2) first day on the job, 3) correction of an employee
by a supervisor, 4) calling in to report absence or illness,
5) answering the telephone on tbe job, etc.

*Provide individual counseling, guidance and referral of
students with exceptional abilities, interests and deter-
mination.

*Study and compare job opportunities for 1) high school
graduates vs dropouts, 2) high school graduates with
special skills or training vs high school padnates without
training or skills, 3) high school graduates vs college
graduates, 4) college graduatesvs college dropouts.

*Plan a cum day or panel discussion of jobs and
professions bo which studeds would mixt Platy be
attracted. Cali in people in key professions to crams job
qualifications and opportunities.

Discuss factors which influence choice of colleges,
specialized training, professions,etc.

*Study and compare job opportunities, income, worldng
conditions and job security 1) in different fields, 2) for
high school graduates vs college graduates, 3) for college
graduates vs those with additional trainhig or advanced
degrees.

*Divide the dais into several groups, each to study and
report on a specific job or career area such as enti-
nearing, teaching, meth 'one, finance, business, etc. Use
the following as guidelines for research:

What are the advartages and disadvantages of catering
the field?

What types of jobs and opportunities are available in
each area?

What types of job satisfaction can be expected?

What personal qualificationsare desirable to enter the
field?

What is the future outlook for the profesdon or
occupation?

How much training, education, and experience is
required to be effective in this field?
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PROBLEM AREA II:

managing resources
(Relates to Content Area: Management of Resources, page 12)

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Set up choice-making situations. For instance, ask
students to write down five things they would like to do
if thsi had $20.00 to use any way they choose. Then
ask Mom to go through the list and arrange items in their
order of importance. Or, let each student decide how he
would use $50.00 and then defend his decision with
valid reasons.

.. Present a problem to the group to solvechoosing
between two desirable or necessary expenditures when
only one is possible. Follow up with discussion and
questions until the steps in maldng such a choice can be
cleariy outlined.

Conduct a class or school survey to find out how much
students have to spend, how they spend, if and how they
plan spending or use any management skills. Follow up
with discussion of spending patterns and management
techniques.

Ask students either verbally or on paper to set up
general priorities for spending for families and indi-
viduals. Suggest that each individually list his own
priorities in their order of importance.

Ask students to make up a bulletin board or plan a
discussion of common management iii.ntakes, such as
failure to plan, impulse buying or overextension, which
are particularly costly. Use role playing to act out
situations which might lead to these vAstakes. Follow up
with a list of pointers for avokling u.:istly spending
errors.

Conduct a survey or check statistics on personal con-
sumption expenditures to determine which items take
the largest share of individual and family incomes.

Follow up with a study of possible ways to spend less
for these items. Include possible savings through use of
public facilities such as clinics, medical schools, housing,
etc.

Explore some feelings about money using the following
questions:

How might lack of money affect a person's attitude
toward life?

How would it make you feel to have plenty of
money?

What are some factors that influence the ways people
spend money?

Draw up a list of typical personal expenditures on a
chalk board and divide them into "fixed" and
"flemlile.." Then ask each student to make up a weekly
spending plan based on his own income and expenses.
Disc= ways to balfaice spending when income doesn't
covei: expenses.

Draw up imaginary profiles of four or five individuals or
families with different fmancial situationsbachelor
living alone, two girls sharing an apartment, newly
married couple, young couple with two or three
children, retiring couple, etc. Divide the class into family
size groups and have each group work out a spending
plan for one of the individual or family situations.

Discuss 1) the value of long-range goals and fmancial
planning, 2) financial problems which might occur w a
result of not planning, 3) common mistakes in managing
income, 4) disadvantages of having plenty of money.
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PROBLEM AREA III:

spending money
(Relates to Content Areas: Economic Choices, page 13; Adv.Irtising, Selling Aids and Motivators,page 14; Buying Goods and Services, page 14 )

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Ask each student to describe the last article of clothing
he bought and tell 1) why he bought it, 2) when he
bought it, 3) whether he still likes it, 4) whether he
would buy it again, 5) what influenced his choice.

Suggest that students bring in printed advertisements for
different products. Choose several ads the group con-
siders particularly good and several considered poor.
Analyze these ads to determine 1) information provided,
2) selling techniques, 3) emotional appeals, 4) factual
claims, and 5) general tastefulness. Rewrite the poorest
ads.

Discuss 1) factors that influence people to buy one
product rather than another, 2) why someone might
deliberately buy something he knows he can't pay for,
3) why some people buy things they do not need or
really want.

Divide the group into several sections and ask each
section to put together a list of buying pointers for
specific types of productstextiles and clothing, appli-
ances, sporting goods, musical instruments, furniture,
cosmetics, used cars, etc. Follow up with discussion.

*Conduct a survey of places to shop in the local area and
compare prices, merchandise, services and reputation of
stores.

F nage students to describe problems vech buying
or services, based on personal or family exper-

iences. Act out some of the problems and try to discover
ways of avoiding similar difficulties and ways of
handling problems that cannot be avoided.

Arrange field trip; to shopping centers and large super-
markets to introduce students to retail outlets not in
their own areas. If possilile tise public transportation so
students will learn how to get to areas out of their
imnediate neighborhoods, and then figure out dollar
savings, oust of transportation, differences in quality and
selection of merchandise, etc.

Discuss 1) techniques and telltale signs of imfair, dis-
reputable sellers and selling schemes, 2) consequences of
beiag taken in by such schemes, 3) ways to identify fair
and honest r-ailers.

'Involve students in comparison shopping for items they
would be likely to buy for themselvespreferably
something other than a routine purchaseradio, record
player, bike, guitar, clothes, etc. Have students report
findings on brands available, features, prices, guarantees,
store services and policies, etc. Write up buying guides
on the basis of findings.

Set up a fact finding committee to check policies of
neighborhood stores on returns and exchanges, credit
for teens, sale merchandise, guarantees and warranties,
handling consumer inquiries and complaints.

For extra credit let students draw up pointers on buying
specific products.

'Have each Student compose a letter, based on personal
experiences or fact, to a manufacturer or store manager
to ask for information, to complain about a product or
service, to compliment on a product or service, to make
a suggestion.

Set up a viewing panel te watch TV ads for one weekend
or for several nights running and to analyze commercials
as to types of appeal, information provided, and
audience and age at which different commercials are
aimed. Discuss notations and observations in class and
where desirable write manufacturers and companies to
comment on advertisements.

Use a case study of a family without a car and let the
class come up with ways of shopping without going to
neighborhood stores which may be expensive compared
to large stores in shopping centers. Evaluate each
suggestion of ways to shop out of the neighborhood in
terms of 1) transportation costs, 2) merchandise selec-
tion and quality, 3) dollar price differences, 4) difficulty
in getting to shopping areas away from home. Determine
when it would and when it would not pay to make the
effort..

Define and contrast a planned purche.se with an impulse
buy. Use examples from experiences of students to
Mustrate when and under what circumstances an impulse
purchase is most likely to be a good buy and under what
circumstances planning is most important
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PROBLEM AREA IV:

using credit
(Relates to Content Area: Consumer Credit, page 15)

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES
Discuss 1) the meaning of consumer credit, 2) the place
of credit in the economy, 3) reasons for using credit, 4)
types of consumer credit, 5) advantages and disad-
vantages of using credit , 6) alternatives to using credit

Obtain and fill out sample, application forms for credit.
Follow up with a discussion of 1) questions on the form,
2) establigning a sound credit rating, 3) the value of a
sound credit rating.

Obtain and study several sample credit contracts and
monthly statements. Follow up with discussion of 1)
words and terms used on the contracts and statunents,
2) legal rights and obligations of creditors and debtors,
3) consequences of fskiting to meet obligations, 4)
disclosure rc.quirements of the Truth in Lending Act.

Study and discuss costs of using credit.

Go to the local credit bureau to find out how it
operates, type of information recorded, and ways to
challenge and change an inaccurate record.

Discuss 1) problems low-ineome families face in ob-
taining credit from legitimate sources, 2) new experi-
mental programs in making credit available to low-
income consumers.

Explore ways credit could help stretch income.

Examine differences between reputable and disreputable
creditors and draw up a list of things to fook for when
shopping for credit.

Use examples to show the difference between the cash
and credit price of a $250 TV in two or three stores; the
difference in finance charges for a 12 month contract,
18 month contract and 24 month contract. Disc=
other factors that influence consumer choicereputation
of the store, provision for service, guarantees, which may
be more important than finance charges in the long run.

Disct.:s and make up a list of places to call to report
dishonest credit practices, to get adv5ce and help with
credit problems and to check out a creditor's reputation
before signing a contract.

-Discuss local, state and federal government laws and
regulations which protect consumers in their use of
creditwhat are the provisions of the laws; how do they
protect consumers; how are they enforced, how do you
report violations?

Explain and discuss legal action open to creditors when
debtors fail to carry out terms of credit contracts.

Interview an adjuster in a debt adjustment agency, a
credit counselor and/or the manager of a finance
company that makes debt consolidation loans to find
out:

1. ways debt adjustment or consolidatioi. can be
arranged

2. fees for services and extra costs in fmance charges
3. advantages and disadvantages of pooling debts
4. alternatives to debt pooling
5. circumstances under which debt adjustment Would

and would not be advisable
6. services and fees of credit counselors
7. criteria for selecting reputable debt adjusters and

credit counselors.

Find case studies to show situations in which a debtor
remains liable for payment of a credit contract even
though goods or services have not been received or are
not satisfactory. Discuss reasons for this situation
(holder in due course clause) and legal remedies being
considered.

Find case studies to Mustrate consequences of failing to
make payments on a credit contract. Ote examples to
show when the consequences are justified and when they
are unfair.

Send for a copy of the Fair Credit Reporting Act or a
summary of this law and discnss the ways it protects
consumers. Work up two or three situations for role
playing which show how consumers might use the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.

Discuss the advantages, disadvantages and alternatives to
using credit for different purposes such as education,
furniture, vacation, medical Ms, clothes, etc.

Investigate and discuss chamteristits of different types
and sources of credit.

Invite credit representatives such as bankers, managers
of credit departments in retail stores, managers of
firance companies, credit union officers, manager of the
credit bureau, to talk to the group or interview them and
tape the interview to play back and discuss in clam

Find examples and arb:eles in newspapers and magazines
on uses and abuses of credit cards.

*Discuss pros and cons of having many charge accounts
and creclit cards. Develop a system for keeping a record
of all of them.

Divide the class and debate the following statements:

1. Teenagers should have their own credit aca.unts.
2. Credit should only be used for emergenci es and

absolute necessities.
3. Bankruptcy is the best solution for over-

indebtedness.
4. Credit tempts people to overspend.

Review recent and pending legislation related to the use
of credit and discuss raos and cons from the point of
view of 11 the consumer, 2) the creditor, 3) the fmancial
counselor; 4) the legislator, 5) the economy.
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PROBLEM AREA V:

dealing with financial problems and crises
(Reestes to Content Areas: Management of Resources, page 12; ConsumerGrievances, Page 17;Consumer Protection, page 18 )

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Define and give examples of fmancial problems and
crises. Follow up with a discussion of 1) how arld why
financial problems and crises differ among different
individuals and families, 2) how financial crises relate to
size of income, 3) how fmancial difficulties change at
different stages of the life cycle.

Find case studies which illustrate family financial crises
in real life, in fiction or in magazines and newspapers.
Discuss 1) which of the crises could have been avoided
and how, 2) ways to deal with each crisis descrilied, 3)
the similarities and differences among the crises cited.

List a variety of financial crises and classify them as
avoidable and unavoidable.

Discuss fmancial practices which are likely to bring
about financial crises or disasters.

Bring out and discuss financial crises among
studentsexplore causes and possible solutions.

List social and government agencies which exist to help
individuals and families deal with financial crises.

Indicate under what circumstances each of the following
situations would be a financial crisis and explore ways to
deal with each situation, including places to go for help:

1. You sign up to go to a modeling school and then
discover that you have promised, by signing, to
pay $25 per month for three yearsa total of
$900-

2. You have no money and not enough food for the
family and pay day is three days away.

3. You are 12-years-old and you do not have enough
money to dress fte the other kids at school

4: You bought a TV on time and can't make
payments and the seller is threatening to reposers.

5. You want to work, you really need money and
you can't find a job.

6. You are very sick, do not know what is the matter
with you, do not have money to pay a doctor to
take care of you and do not know where to find a
doctor.

Visit small claim.s court and evaluate cases presented.

Draw up a list of financial crises which would be typical
for the students and their families and discuss the causes
of the crises, possible solutions and ways to avoid similar
problems in the future.

Draw up a list of people and places which could be
helpful in dealing with financial crises of various types.

., Ask students to indicate which of the following
situations they would consider a financial crisis and to
tell how they would deal with each situation:

1. You have an accident with a friend's carno one is
hurt but damages on the car come to $850 and it
is not covered by insurance.

2. Most of your friends are going to collegeyou
want to go too, but your parents cannot afford to
send you.

3. Your father is notified by his employer that he is
to be dismissed at the end of themonth.

4. You bought a car on time last sun.--ter when you
were working. Now you are in school and cannot
earn enough money to keep up the payments.

5. You open a charge account your first year in
college and before you know it, you run up a bill
of $575 which/you cannot pay.

Use students' descriptions of five or six situations that
would be typical of financial crises for themselves and
their families. DiSCIISS causes of these crises, possible
ways to deal with them and ways to avoid similar
problems in the future.
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PROBLEM AREA VI:

providing financial security
(Relates to Content Areas; Insurance Protection. page 16; Savings and Investments, page 16)

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Derme financial security. Follow up with discussions of
1) factors that contribute to fmancial security, 2) factors
that threaten it, 3) how can you plan for it, 4) how
might you lose it, 5) how important is it?

Have a discussion or debate after students select four or
five phrases to complete this sentence: "Financial
security is

1. having enough to eat
2. owning a home
3. having money in yotrr pocket
4. owning nice clothes to wear
5. money in the bank
6. having a steady job
7. owning a car
8. possessing job skills
9. having a college degree

10. keeping bills paid
11. a savings fund for emergencies
12. possessing a high school diploma
13. owning stocks and bonds
14. having plenty of insurance
15. knowing there is enough money to buy things

you want
16. Other

Discuss how methods of providing financial security
might differ for 1) singles and married couples, 2) men
and women, 3) faniilies with children and those without
children, 4) young, middle age and older people.

With students, investigate, describe and explain govern-
ment programs which contrilmte to financial security of
individuals and families. Discuss pros, cons, advantages,
disadvantages and effectiveness of these programs.

Discuss the possible effect of the following on personal
or family financial securityillness, accident, inheri-

tance, svandal, death, winning a valuable prize, flood or
fire, unemployment.

Explore attitudes on financial security and discover how
it is related to education, training, job welfare
programs, health, savings, insurance, management.

Investigate and discuss forms of financial security
frequently provided by employers, government and
community agencies.

Outline steps individuals and families can take to provide
some degree of fmancial security.

Discuse relative degrees of security cf welfare recipients
vs non-welfare working poor.

Explore attitudes and interests related to financial
security. What do students know about it? What do they
want to know?

Invite representatives from banks, savings and loan
associations, insurance companies, mutual funds and
investment companies to talk to the group on various
aspects of saving, insuring and investing.

Discuss fmancial security as it relates to job security,
inheritance, success, other sources of income.

Outline factors to consider in long-range plans for
financial security.

Discuss problems that could result from too much or too
little emphasis on financial security.

Discuss relative importance of finanettl security and
forms of fmancial security for different stages in the life
cycle.
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PROBLEM AREA VII:

obtaining information and advice
(Relates to Content Areas: Consumer Information, page 13; ConsumerGrievances, page 17;Consumer Protection, page 18 )

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

*Work up a list of sources of consumer information and
set up an information center with sample materials from
each source.

*Discuss the people, places and publications which
commonly provide consumer information advice and
aid. From the discussion, make up a "Directory of
Consumer Aid and Information."

"Categorize types and sources of consumer information
and advice for different consumer problemshousing,
credit, buyinanship, insurance, legal matters, etc.

Review books and publications in the school or public
library and make an inventory of those dealing with
various aspects of consumer information. Cooperate
with the lama*, to make a special display of those which
seem to be most helpful.

Set up a step-by-step procedure for obtaining advice and
information from various sources, such as the Better
Businera Bureau, the credit bureau, manufacturers, store
manages, government agencies.

Use role playing to dramatize finding and obtaining
advice on specific matters of consumer interest
person or by telephone.

Draw up a "Where to Call Guide" for the local area
including people and places to call for aid and advice on
different matters.

Discuss when, where and how to seek advice and aid on
different matters. What type ofassistance can consumers
expect from case workers, Office of Economic Opportu-
nity, Legal Aid Society, etc.

Pose problems which would require advice and ask
students to fmd out whom to call or see for help with
each problem. For example:

You buy a sewing machine from a door-to-door seller
and it does not work. 1) What can you do? 2) Who
should you call? 3) What is yomr legal recourse if the
seller is at fault? 4) Could you cancel the contract if
the machine did work? 5) Under what circumstances
could you cancel?

You paid, but did not get credit for, the monthly
installment on a car. Now the dealer is threatening to
repossess the car. 1) What can you do? 2) Who do
you call? 3) If the car is repossessed must you still
Pay?

You bought a set of living room furniture but when
delivery was made it was not the same as the
furniture you had ordered. 1) What can you do? 2)
Who can you call?

Investigate laws that protect consumers together with
the sources of low- or no-cost aids such as legal aid
sociaies

'Investigate, report on and discuss government and
private agencies that counsel people on consumer mat-tes.

*Review newspapers and magazines to find situations that
call for advice of various personal and family advis-
erslawyers, stockbrokers, insurance men, accountants,
budget counselors.

Set up criteria for selecting and working with reliable
advisers on taxes, insurance, investments, legal matters,
savings, estate planning.

Compose sample letters to use as guides when reporting
problems or making inquiries from business, private
organizations and government agencies.

List the places or people that could be helpful or provide
helpful information for the following situations:

Mrs. Johnson has five children ages 2,4,5,8 and 10.
Her husband disappeared several weeks ago and she
has no income.

Tommy Pringle is five-years-old and has a defective
kidney. He needs a kidney operation but his family
cannot pay for it.

Martha Brooks is a 62-year-old widow with little or
no regular income. She is entitled to Social Security
benefits but doesn't know how to claim them.

BM Barnam has three estimates on putting a new
furnace in his home, but he questions the reputation
of the company that gave him the lowest bid_ He
wants to check on the oompany before signing any
contract.

Barbara Pans is a senior in school with excellent
scholastic records. She wants to go to college but her
family can't afford to send her and she doesn't know
where to fmd out about scholarships.
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PROBLEM AREA VIII :

understanding the economy
(Relates to Content Areas: The Consumer and the Economy, page 11;
Consumer Rights and Responsibilities, page 18 )

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Outline and discuss the role of the consumer in our
economy. 1) How can he influence the economic policies
and practices of business and government? 2) How is he
affected by economic decisions in business and
government? 3) Cite specific examples of ways
consumers have made themselves heard by business and
government and how individuals can make their votes
count in our economic system.

Explore and discum the importance of private property,
competition, profits and prices in our economic system.
How do they affect inctividuals, business aad govern-
ment?

List and dirviss the rights and responsibilities of the
consumer in the economy. Give specific examples of
each right and responsibility.

Point out and discuss the various economic choices and
alternatives open to the consumer and effects of
consumer decisions in the marketplace.

List and discuss rights and responsibilities of businets in
the economy. Give examples to illustrate specific
buskuss rights and responsibilities.

List basic consumer rights and responsibilities and cite
concrete examples of each.

Cite specific consumer responsibilities and follow up
with a discussion of consequences of not accepting
them.

Check out courses of action open to consumers when
they have been denied their rights in the markerptace
again using concrete examples.

Outline consumer rights and legal recourse related to
deceptive business practices which may occur in the
local area.

Discuss and set up role playing situations to illustrate
ways consumers can exercise their rights and accept their
responsibilities.

Ask students to bring in newspaper and magazine
merles on economic policies and business which would
affect consumers. Follow up with cliscussions.

Divide the class into three sections, representing
consumers, business and government. Have each group
present its viewpoint on specific economic issues.

Describe the rights and responallities of business as
they relate to:

product safety
product quality and perfolmance

warranties and guarantees

servicing of products

competition

prices

environment

Describe the rights and responsibilities of consumers as
they relate to the same topics. 1) When do the rights of
business and consumers conflict or appear to conflict?
Ote examples. 2) How can conflicts be resolved? Give
example&

Divide the group into four sections, each to explore the
uses and abuses of one of the following productive
resources:

land and natural resources such as minerals, timber,
water, climate, and other products of nature.

capital resources including the goods, equipment,
factories etc., used in production.
labor or human resources includeg the physical and
mental efforts of those involved in producing goods
and services.

risk capital from the entrepreneurs who bring other
resources together and finance and organize them for
production.

Make up an action kit for consumes showing where an d
how to contact business and government officials on
consumer matters. Include names, titles and addresses of
those to contact together with sample lettets and
possilge issues to cover.

Discuss how government polkles on :vending and taxing
can affect individuals and businesses.

Assii a students to make a bulletin board or display and
to plan a panel Tiscussion or other type of presentation
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on "A Current Economic Happening" taken from actual
economic events or issues which affect coimimers.

Brainstorm to come up with ways to curb abuses and
deceptive practices that occur most frequently in
low-income areas.

Consider the following topics for independent resaarch
to be shared with the class:

Converting to the Metric SystemWhat Would It
Mean to Consumers?

InfiationIts Effect on Individuals and the Economy

Free ChoiceWhat Does It Mean?

The Consumer in the Economy

The Meaning of Free Enterprise

Consumer Sovereignty

Forces That Restrict Free Ctoice

Consumer brisconduct

Business Misconduct

OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND MOTIVATORS

VIP Identification. Involve students in making a list of
local, regional and national "very important people" in
the consumer field. These can include private, business
and government figures who have made outstanding
contributions to the consumer movement or who hold
positions of rmponsibility related to consumer interests.
Ask students inclividually or as a group to identify each
VIP and describe what action or position makes him or
her important to consumers.

Where to Call Guide. Pose typical consumer problems
and inquiries and have the students rmd out the people
and agencies to tall for aid and information for each
problem. Then make up a "Where to Call Guide" for the
community, induding instructions on where and how to
inquire and complain.

Current Events Committee. Assign groups or teams of
students to watch for current events affecting consumers
and bring newspaper and mapzine articles covering
these events to clam Follow up with discussion and
bulletin board displays.

Statistics Interpretation. Make transparencies for
overhead projectice from statistical figures commonly
used to expreis economic conditions and data. Disc.=
the meaning and significance of the various figures; bow
one statistical fact relees to another; how one year's
figures relate to previc years; how income figures
rebte to cost of living figures, etc.

Quotable Quotes. Involve students in collecting
quotations related to money and consumer interests.
Discuss them pco and conwhat the author meant, how
the quotation applies to real-life situations, how quotes
made in past eras apply today, etc.

Cartoon Corner. Once you and your students can lr
togeher you have opened the door to more smious

discussions and communications. Cartoons can help
achieve this goal. Use them to introduce new units, to
open the way for discussions, to make important points.
Students can mount cartoons on bulletin brer..ds or make
transparencies to um with the overhead projector.

Product Tracer. Select a specific product and trace it
from first stages of production to the consumer. List and
discuss the various processes it goes through and the
services involved in getting the product to the consumer.
Where possible, estimate costs involved each step of the
way.

Case Studies. Study and analyze realistic cases of
consumer activities and problems which would be
typical for your students and their families. Follow up
with cliscussion questions and outside activities which
would lead to a practical approach to proolems
presented in each case study. Students can make up
cases or find them in magazines and newspapers.

Independent Study Projects. Let each student develop
his own independent project geared to his personal
interests, needs and abilities. This technique is excellent
for adapting to individual differences among students.
Guide learners into selecting projects which at some
point can be shared withand which in some way will
benefitthe entire class if possible.

Simulation Games. Play games which involve consumer
skills and decisions such as CONSUMER or GHETTO or
ECONOMIC SYSTEM. (Available from Western
Publishing Co., Inc., School and Library Dept., 150
Parish Dr., Wayne, N. J., 07470.) Try games students
make up themselves as well. Making up games with
"learning" content could well be an independent or
small group project for students who are capable of the
challenge.
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This section is designed to help you identify,
motivate and evaluate your students in var-
ious aspects of consumer education. Identi-
fying basic characteristics of students is the
first step toward adapting and directing con-
tent to meet student need& The first ques-
tionnaire is intended to show how well youknow your student& The remaining devices
can be used to identify saident character-
istics, weaknesses and strengths; to motivate
an interest in consumer education; to evaluate
progress in consumer related skills and under-
standing& The section includes:

How Well Do You Know Your Students? a
teacher questionnaire to help instructors eval-
uate their knowledge of students and to
suggest ways of learning more about them.

My Consumer Profiie a survey to use in
obtaining a profile of the cultural back-
grounds, experiences, interests, attitudes and
consumer behavior of students.

What Do Ycii Think? an opinionnaire to
reveal student attitudes and opinions on
consumer issues and problems.

What Do You Know? a questionnaire to
show student understanding in various con-
tent areas in consumer education.

What Do You DO? a questionnaire to show
consumer behavior of students.

Words to Know suggestions for developing
a consumer vocabulary and increasing student
familiarity with consumer terms and con-
cepts.

While devices that tell you more about your
studo.nts are helpful and to some extent
necessary in planning a relevant consumer
education program, you will need to consider
the possibility of students and their families
interpreting questionnaires and inquiries as an
invasion of privacy. Before using any of these
devices it is recommended that you:

review the material carefully and revise or
delete questions, statements and term-
inoloor which might be offensive to the
group or to individual students within the
group.

emphasize that the intent of the material isto obtain helpful information to guide
planning rather than serve as an inquiry
into personal lives.

ask students to omit their names on ques-
tionnaires and surveys that cover personal
spending habits and behavior to preserve
anonymity.

permit siaidents to abstain from completing
any ques tic ,aaire, survey cr specific ques-
tions that they fmd objectionable.
make it cle= that no grades will be based
on questionnaires and surveys.

Depending on where you teach, it may also be
advisable to consult your principal before
using any detailed surveys in your classes.. In
many areas, school policy or community
attitudes will determiae the degree to which
you can make use of questionnaires which
cover economic characteristics and behavior
pattterns of students and their families.
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teacher questionnaire
The following questionnaire, to be self-
administered, offers an opportunity for you
to take an objective look at your own efforts

in getting to know your students and their
needs. Some of the questions may give you
ideas for learning more about those you teach.

YES NO

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR STUDENTS?

For each "Yes" answer compleas the question:

1. Do you know what magazines, books and papers your students read regularly?
Name three:

2. Do you know what recent movies are most popular with your students? Name
three:

3. Do you know the TV programs students watch regularly? Name three:

4. Do you know what records and musical groups students like? Name three:

5. Do you know which adult or teenage idols appeal most to your students? Name
them:

6. Do you know several places where students spend time out of school?
Name them:

7. Do you ever read the magazines and books or see movies and TV programs that
appeal to your students? Name any that you read or have seen within the last
six months:
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YES NO

,101111,

I id

8. Do you know how your students spend their money? Name six typical expenses:

9. Do you know where students get their money? Name sources of income:

10. Do you know approximately how muchmoney students have to spend? Estimatethe average amount for boys and for the girls

11. Do you know where your students shop and buy? Name four places:

12. Do you know what types of responsibilities students have in their homes andin the community? Name five:

13. Do you know something of the socioeconomic structure of the =immunitywhere you teachincluding types of employment, sources of income, size ofincorneS, working mothers, types of homes, educational levels, communityactivities, family life? Give a brief description:

14. Do you know what types of consumer problems commonly exist in studeritefamilies? Describe them briefly:
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YES NO

15. Do you know what types of consumer problems exist among students them-
selves? Describe them briefly:

16. Do you know where to find students' school records? Name types of records
available and dates you last used them:

17. Do you ever contact a counselor, homeroom teacher or parent to help you
understand an individual student or to solve a student problem? Name contacts
during the last school year:

18. Do you create an atmosphere that encourages students to express themselves?
Explain how, briefly:

19. Do you really listen when students talkboth in and out of class? Name several
things you have learned through listening:
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YES NO

20. Do you know which students their peers look to as leaders and models in your
classes and in the school? Name them:

21. Do you observe student behavior in and out of class in order to reach a better
understanding of the students you teach? Name several things you have
learned through observation:

22. Do you take an interest in school activities outside of your department? Name
the last function you attended or activity that you followed:

23. Do you read articles and books and watch programs that explore the attitudes
and behavior of young people today? Name recent items you read on this topic:

24. Do you ever take a survey, give a pretest, conduct an opinion poll, set up a
question and suggestion box or use some other specffic method to find out
how students feel and think about important issues? Name the devices you used
during the lest term:

25. Do you occasionally make yourself available to students and parents on an
inform& basis? Describe how and when you are available:
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student survey

The following survey includes a variety of

questions for you to use as a basis for developing

your own survey according to the cultural and

socioeconomic makeup of your students and the

community in. which you teach. Some questions

may not be appropriate and others will need to be

reworded to supply meaningful information about

your group. Select questions that ask for the type

of information you will find most helpful in

structuring your own consu;ner education unit.

It may also be desirable tc add specific questions

on such topics as credit, inbz.rance, tazcs,

investments and family money management,

particularly for older students or adults.
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MY CONSUMER PROFILE

1

DIRECTIONS:
Do not sign your name. This survey is designed to provide a profile of the group as a

whole and to help us tailor this class to your needs and interests. It is not an inquiry into

ineividual spending habits or finances. Please complete statements that apply to you by

filling in the blank spaces or checking the word or phrase that mostappropriately answers

the question.

1. l am male_ female

2. I am years old and in the ____th grade

3. I live in a ____ house _____ apartment mobile home

4. Paid jobs of people in my family are-

5. This term I am taking the following subjects'

6. My major area of study is.

7. 1 ____ do do not plan to graduate from high school

8. After graduation or leaving school I plan to:

go to a vocational school and learn

join the armed forces

go to college

get a job as a

get married

other (explain)

9. The amount of money I have to spend each week is approximately:

250 to $3 $3 to $6 $6 to $12 $12 to $24 over $24

10. I get most of my money from- a job a regular allowance

asking my parents gifts other (explain)
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11. Things I regularly use my own money for include:

clothes school supplies sporting clothes or equipment

cesmetics snacks savings

carfare lunches gifts

books movies car expenses

magazines dating grooming supplies or services

records contributions family needs

other (explain)

12. My regular responsibilities at home are to help:

buy food take care of younger children

prepare meals take care of older family members

iron clothes wash clothes

shop for the family take care of the yard

clean my room take care of the car

clean house take care of pets

other (explain)

13. Five things that influence me most are:

parents and family friends teachers

members
counselors leaders in school church and religious leaders

people in the news, magazines books

sports, movies,
politics, etc. movies TV

newspapers other (explain)



14. Five things I would like to learn most in consumer education aro:

how to get more satisfaction
for my money
how to decide what to buy

how to judge the quality of goods
and sorvices
what to buy and what not to buy

how to use banks

how to save money

how to avoid being cheated

where to shop

how to use credit

how the economy works and
how it affects me

how to complain when goods or
services are not satisfactory
other (specify)

15. Magazines and newspapers I read include:

16. My favorite movies are:

17. My favorite TV programs are-

18. My favorite musical records and tapes are:

19. Places my family and/or I buy goods and services from most frequently include:

department stores catalog order stores

restaurants

drug stores

door-to-door sellers supermarkets

other (specify)



20. Places my family and/or I save or borrow money include:

bank savings & loan credit union
association

small loan company insurance company

other (specl:y)

21. Personal services my family and/or I buy include those of:

doctor nurse dentist

eye doctor chiropractor lawyer

insurance man stockbroker barber

beautician other (specify)

22. Community services my family and/or I regularly use include:

library Park
dental or health clinic

museum nursery school YWCA or YMCA

zoo day care center employment service

_ buses or subway playground family counseling service

athletic facilities adult or evening school

23. Items my family and/or I bought from a door-to-door salesman include:

magazines encyclopedia sewing machine

vacuum cleaner photographs musical instruments
and lessons

furniture or insurance home repairs

carpeting
furnace or furnace cosmetics and cookware

parts grooming supplies

other (specify)

24. The way I feel about most of my purchases is:

dissatisfied

foolish

satisfied sorry wise

cheated happy disappointed
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25. Small appliances or equipment my family owns and uses include:

electric fan radio record player

sewing machine vacuum cleaner floor scrubber

steam iron blender food mixer

Waster electric fry pan humidifier

air conditioner

other (specify)

26. Major appliances my family owns include:

range disposer refrigerator

clothes vi ashar dishwasher clothes dryer

freezer other (specify)

27. Home entertainment equipment my family owns includes:

color TV black and white TV record player

tape recorder radio

other (specify)

28. Equipment I personally own includes:

radio TV tape recorder

record player typewriter hair dryer

electric hair curlers musical instruments sewing machine

electric toothbrush other (specify)
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29. Phrases that describe me include:

I get a regular allowance

I earn money at home

I never have enoigh money

I have a savings account

I use my parents charge
accounts
I have no money to spend

I choose most of my own
clothes

30. My family

discusses money matters
together
buys expensive items on
time payment Or installment
plans

plans for expenses

always seems short of money

often cannot afford what
we need
frequently has financial
problems
wants me to go to college

has a lawyer

I have a regular job

I usually get money when I ask for it

I have about as much money as my
friends
I have a checking account

I have my own charge account(s)

I can buy most of the things I want

I have more money than I really need

uses store charge accounts

uses food stamps

borrows money

does not plan spending

usually can buy what we really need

has a regular income

saves regularly

spends carefully

agrees about money
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opinionnaires

Opinionnaires reveal students' attibaes on various
aspects of consumer education. An awareness of
attitudes and strong feelings on the part of your
students can guide you in curriculum planning and
in deciding what areas require the greatest concen-
tration in your consumer education program. For
example, if the opinionnaire indiccea that a large
number of students feel that consumers have no
real choice in the marketplace, you may we'd to
explore the meaning of consumer choice, discuss
the advantages and limitations of free choice in our
economy and comp= choice in our economic
system with choice in other system& If the
opinionnaire indicates that many students feel
powerless in their role of consumer, you might
want to investigate types of cunsumer action, mays
of handling consumer probkrs methods of com-
municating with business and legislators and gov-
ernment agencies concerned with consumer well-
being.

For another use of the opinionnaire, divide the
class into several groups of four or five students
and give each group one of the content areas from
the following opinionnuire. Instruct them to dis-
cuss each statement, revising or changing it as
necessary until the entire group can either agree or
disagree unaiimoudy with the statement Changes
and revisions made to rtach the unanimous
decisions can be opened up to the entire class for
discussion.*

The following opinionnaire, "What Do You
Think?," has been subdivided into the various
content areas discussed earlier in this resource
manual. It can be used in its entirety or can be
separated into one or more sections as an intro-
duction to various subject matter area& To utilize
the opinionnaire most effectively, you may want
to reword some statements, delete others, add a
few of your own and include ideas from students.
Keep in mind that there are no right or wrong
answer& The opinionnaire is designed only to
provide insight into the attitudes and biases of
students with regard to consumer matters.

*This idea for using opinionnaires was suggested by Mrs.
Lucille E. Stiles, Home Economics Department Chairman,
Maine Township }Ugh School West, Dos Plaines,111. in a talk
at the rag annual statewide conference on COINIUMer
education, Springfield, 111. in 1970.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK ?
DIRECTIONS: This is not a test. Do not sign your name! It is a measure of

opinions and attitudes of the class as a whole. There are no right or wrong answers

and you will not be graded on your replies. Read each statement carefully. Then

check the box that most accurately describes your opinion about it.

THE CONSUMER AND THE ECONOMY
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

Consumers have no choice in the modern marketplace.

Our economy is controlled by government regulation.

Business cannot serve consumer interests and make
reasonable profits at the same time.

Economic conditions affect both earning and spending of
individual consumers.

There are some economic aspects to most problems of
families, businesses and governments.

Each time you buy something you are increasing the demand
for whatever you bought.

VALUES AND GOALS
Valuesthose ideals and principles you think are most
important in your lifehave little to do with economics.

The intelligent use of money is necessary to achieve
important goals.

Many people do not know what is really important to
them and what tney want from life.

Vague values and goals lead to unsultable economic choices
by individuals, families, business firms and governments.

Your spending choices are one expression of your values
and goals.

OCCUPATION AND INCOME
Most personal and social problems could be solved if
enough money were available.

Money is vitally important in personal and family living.

The amount one earns in a lifetime depends largely on
choosing the right career.

Money is the most important thing to consider in choosing
a job.
Some type of training or preparation is required for every job.

People with special skills and education can usually earn
above-average incomes.



MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

The ability to manage money is necessary to get the most
out of life.

Money management requires record keeping skills.

You don't need to manage money if you have enough of it.

Family income should be managed by the head of the
household.

Planning the use of resources is the only way to reach
important goals.
Following a budget eliminates impulse spending.

No two families should use the same money management
plan.

The main purpose of a budget is to save money.

ECONOMIC CHOICES
The consumer's alternatives in the use of his money
increase as his income increases.

To make satisfying decisions about the use of money,
consumers need to know what choices are available
to them.

Each time you spend money for one thing, you are giving
up other things you could buy for the same amount.

Consumer behavior makes a powerful impact on the
overall economy.

Consumers often must sacrifice one want in order to satisfy
another.

Making rational choices becomes more difficult as the
numbers of products and ways of merchandising them
increase.

CONSUMER INFORMATION
One good book on money management is all anyone
really needs to be a smart consumer.

Sellers do not generally provide reliable information
about their products.

The intelligent consumer finds out all he can about
goods and services before buyingparticularly when
making a major purchase.

Sound consumer information on products and services
is available from a variety of sources.

It is usually difficult to get any useful information on
goods and services before buying them.

It is difficult for consumers to evaluate and use product
information.
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ADVERTISING, SELLING AIDS & MOTIVATORS
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

Advertisements can be an aid for consumers as well as sellers.

Trading stamps, games and coupons are a good way to get
something for nothing.

High pressure selling frequently forces people to buy what
they really do not need.

Most TV commercials are interesting, informative and in good
taste.
Newspaper advertisements are particularly helpful in supplying
information about sales and special low prices in local areas.

Advertising encourages consumers to spend more than they
can afford.

BUYING GOODS & SERVICES

HOUSING

It is more difficult to buy services than to buy goods.

The ability to deal effectively with misunderstandings
between buyers and sellers is a basic consumer skill.

Comparative shopping is the best way to check values and
to get the best dealparticularly for major purchases.

Careful shoppers check store policies on returns, exchanges,
refunds and guarantees before buying.

For some purchases, price is not as important as quality,
reliable servicing, warranties and other characteristics of
products and services.

Owning a home is the least expensive way to provide housing
for the family.
Both renters and landlords have legal rights which can be
enforced in courts of law.
Borrowing money is not a good way to buy a house because
you can lose the house if you fail to pay off the mortgage
or loan.
Housing needs vary with different individuals and families.

Cultural customs may influence a family's choice of housing.
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CONSUMER CREDIT
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

Buying on installment credit plans almost always leads to
financial disaster.
In some cases the only way people can get things they need
is by using credit.

Paying your bills on time is the only responsibility you have
to think about in using credit.
Stores should be able to take back or repossess purchases
when people do not pay for them.

Credit should be used only as a last resort in buying goods
and services and meeting family needs.

Buying patterns can be influenced by the types of credit
available to the buyer.
An established credit rating is as good as money in the bank.

Credit is used in some cases because it is the simplest way to
pay for certain goods and services.

INSURANCE PROTECTION
Most consumers need the same type and amount of
insurance against financial risks.

A doctor is the best person to advise you on the type of
medical and health insurance to buy.

The government should provide insurance protection for
those who cannot afford it.
Insurance needs vary for every individual and family and
at different stages of life.
People with lots of money do not need insurance.

Every car owner should be required to carry liability
insurance.

SAVINGS & INVESTMENTS
Everyone should put at least part of his savings into stocks
and corporate bonds.

Every family should save at least 10% of its income.

For most people, future financial security depends largely
on long-term savings and investment programs.

Inflation reduces the value of cash savings because each year
money is worth less in terms of what a dollar will buy.

With old age assistance and social security, people do not
need long-range investment programs.

Saving and investing money is only possible when you are
rich.
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TAXES
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

Tax dollars serve everyone in some way.

The more services the government provides for citizens.
the higher taxes will be.

People who cheat on income taxes are not being fair to
other tax payers.
People who have the most money pay the most taxes.

Taxes are the primary source of government income.

Citizens have no control over the use of tax dollars.

Taxes offer a way to pool resources for collective needs and
wants.

CONSUMER GRIEVANCES
Consumer dissatisfaction often is caused by expecting too
much of goods and services purchased.

Most consumer problems can be quickly resolved if the
consumer complains to the right person and place.

Consumers frequently blame manufacturers, sellers or
servicemen for mistakes or errors they themselves make.

Most consumer problems are a result of inferior products
and indifferent service.
Many consumer grievances could be avoided if consumers
and business firms would communicate more fully with
each other.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
Today consumers are well protected by law and by
government and private agencies set up to serve consumer
interests.

Generally, the burden of consumer protection should fall
on the consumer himself.
Consumers frequently go unprotected because they are not
aware of their rights and the recourse available to them.

Laws intended to protect consumers may work against
consumer interests.

New and stronger laws are required to provide adequate
consumer protection.



CONSUMER RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
Agree Dis- Do Not

agree Know

For every right the consumer enjoys, there is a related
responsibility he should accept.

It is a consumer's responsibility to report unfair business
practices to the proper authorities.

Consumers, business and government share the responsibility
for keeping the marketplace fair and honest.

Consumer rights are of little interest to business or to
government.
Consumers should share in business profits.

It is a consumer's responsibility to read labels and follow
instructions for use and care of products.

THE CONSUMER &THE ENVIRONMENT
Consumer concern and action is the most powerful way to
preserve and protect the environment.
Individuals cannot effectively work against pollution of
the environment.
All of us are guilty of abusing and misusing our natural
resources.
Lifestyles in the United States must change drastically to
make our natural resources meet our needs for the future as
well as the present.

Pollution and waste are problems to be solved by technology
rather than individuals who do not really understand the
difficulties.

t:43
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content questionnaire
Questionnaires can help you find out what students
knowand need to knowabout various areas

of consumer education. A broad multiple-choice
questionnaire such as the following can serve as

a pretest to help you determine which aspects of

consumer education need the most emphasis in the
curriculum. It is intended to give an overview of

students' familiarity with different consumer
education content areas. Questions limited to

specific content areas can be used kzter to introduce

dif ferent units. Some of the same questions can bc

reworded and used for testing after each unit
and at the end of the course.

Select those questions most suited to the group and
the content area you plan to teach. You may wish

to reword some of the questions depending on the

makeup of your classes. The answer key

appears on page 80.
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW?

L

DIRECTIONS: Do not sign your name! This is not a test and you will not be
graded on your answers. It is a measure of the awareness of consumer edu-
cation content areas of the class as a whole. In the blank space at the left of
each numbered item write the letter of the word or phrase which best com-
pletes the statement.

a

(Example)

1. Insurance operates largely on the principle of
a. sharing economic risks
b. eliminating financial hardships
c. giving financial aid to the disadvantaged
d. all of the above.

THE CONSUMER &THE ECONOMY VALUES & GOALS

1. The economic principle of scarcity
refers to
a. unlimited wants and limited

resources
b. profit losses
C. competition
d. supply and demand.

2. Consumer activities which affect
the economy include
a. saving and investing
b. spending
c. borrowing
d. all of the above.

3. In a private enterprise economy the
use of productive resources is
determined largely by
a. forces of supply and demand in

competitive markets
b. government regulations
c. business enterprises
d. consumer action.

4. The values of individuals and
society
a. consciously or unconsciously

determine attitudes and behavior
b. bear no relationship to attitudes

and behavior
c. should remain the same

throughout one's lifetime
d. should be determined by

personal experience onli.

5. The dominant values in a society are
a. those held by all members of

the society
b. those considered appropriate by

the majority in a society
c. those which minority groups

consider most important
d. those which minority groups

reject.

6. To be most effective, personal
values and goals should be
a. clearly defined in your own mind
b. copied from friends and family
c. in conflict with society
d. unchangeable in a changing

world.
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OCCUPATION & INCOME

7 Money is defined primarily as
a. a medium of exchange
b. a form of security
c. a key to the good iife
d. none of the above.

8. The size of an individual's income
is determined primarily by
a. his or her age and sex
b. race and ethnic background
c. experience, training and

education
d. appearance and manner.

9. In choosing and preparing for a job
it is least important to consider
a. income and opportunities for

success and advancement
b. job security and fringe benefits
c. what you do well and like doing
d. what your closest friends plan

to do.

MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES

10. The most important purposeof
money management is to make it
possible for you to
a. buy everything you really want
b. afford whatever your friends buy
c. get more satisfaction from

your money
d. increase your income.

11 Discretionary income can be
defined as
a. money used for fixed expenses
h. income received after payroll

deductions
c. income left after deductions and

meeting necessary expenses
d. income before payroll

deductions.

12. An effective money management
plan for an individual or family
a. requires periodic reviewand

revision
b. is based primarily on income,

expenses, needs, wants and
goals

c. is flexible enough to deal with
the unexpected

d. all of the above.

ECONOMIC CHOICES

13. Basically, intelligent economic
choices depend on
a. considering possible alternatives
b. making accurate predictions of

economic trends
c. getting advice from experts
d. saving 5% of each paycheck.

14. The collective economic choices
of consumers
a. are regulated by government
b. nuke little or no impact on the

overall economy
c. make a significant :;ontribution

to the success orfailure of
individual businesses or products

d. have no effect on the individual
consumer's well-being.

15. For optimum personal satisfaction,
each purchase should be considered
in terms of
a. price alone
b. what other items you could buy

for the same amount of money
c. what your friends buy
d. the brand name and the manu-

facturer of the product or service.

CONSUMER INFORMATION

16. Recommendations of specific
products and brand names are
generally available from
a. the feder al government
b. local government agencies
c. Consumer Reportsand

Consumer Bulletin
d. your Better Business Bureau.

17. The most detailed sources of
shopping information on a wide
variety of products are
a. mail order catalogs
b. newspapers
c. Better Business Bureau
d. consumer magazines.

18. The primary purpose of com-
parative shopping is to help you
a. decide what to dn with your

income
b. find out how differentproducts,

services and stnres compare
with each other

c. analyze your values and goals
d. decide when to use credit.
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ADVERTISING, SELLING AIDS
AND MOTIVATORS

19 Trading stamps are essentially
a. a form of advertising and

sales promotion
b. a form of cash savings
c. a deceptive practice
d. illegal in most states.

Advertising and promotional
schemes are designed primarily to
a. force consumers to buy what

they do not want
b. increase sales
c. misiead the public
d. reduce prices.

Advertising revenues pay for a
large share of the costs of
a. educationschcols, learning

materials, teacher salaries
b. communicationstelevision.

radio, newspapers and magazines
c. government operations at local

and state levels
d. entertainmenttheater, movies,

athletic events.

BUYING GOODS & SERVICES

22 It is a sound buying pract;ce to
buy only
a. when prices are reduced

by 30% or more
b. when you can get top quality

goods and services
c. when you can afford the extra

costs and upkeep related to your
purchases

d. when goods and services have
been recornmendeo by personal
acquaintances who have
used them.

The following information on a
label which would be most helpful
is
a. 100% cotton, machine wash,

tumble dry, no-iron
b. lifetime guarantee
c. this new fabric designed for

longer wear and less care
d. this is a product of "Acme"

manufacturing.

Buying services requires more
care than buying goods becau3e
a. services are more important

tha.igoods
b. you cannot inspect services

before buying
c. you cannot trust people who

sell services
d. services take a larger share of

income than goods.

HOUSING

The way a family meets its housing
needs dePeods on
a. size and makeup of the family
b. personal preferences
c. income and obligations
d. all of the above.

_26. A lease is a legal document which
a. states rights and responsibilities

of the tenant and the landlord
b. can be changed or dissolved at

any time by request of either
tenant or lanolord

c. must be signed before you can
rent any type of housing

d. cannot be broken under any
circumstances.

The amount an individual or family
spends on housing should be
a. no more than 20% of income
b. the largest single expense in

the budget
c. determined by size of income

and the importance placed
on housing

d. less than the amount spent
on food.

CONSUMER CREDIT

_28 The most ire...wt.:Ant information
creek grantors or rezailers want to
know before granting you credit is
a. how much money you earn and

how you paid bills in the past
b. who you know
c. where you live
d. whether or not you went to

college.



Consumer credit is a financial
tool which
a. limits spending to the amount of

cash you have on hand
b. lets you buy or borrow now

and pay later
c. increases the amount you have

to spend
d. encoterages saving and investing

your money.
30 If you buy a major item such as a

color TV on the installment or time
payment plan you usually
a. pay the same finance charge no

matter where you buy
b. pay no finance charge it you

make your monthly payments
on time

c. sign a contract and make equal
monthly payments for a set
period of time

d. get better service on your TV
set than if you pay cash.

31 The consumer's primary respon-
sibility in using credit is
a. borrowing or buying on time

only as much as he can comfort-
ably pay for out of future income

b. paying as much on his debts as he
can possibly afford every month

c. understanding the formulas used
to figure the true annual interest
rates

d. limiting the use of credit to
emergency needs.

INSURANCE NEEDS
Collision insurance pays for
damage to
a. the insured's car in the event

of accident or upset
b. the insured's car and that of

others involved in an accident
with his car

c. only the car belonging to some-
one else when involved in an
accident with the insured's car

d. the car and medical expenses of
somecne else when involved in
an accideot with the insured's car.

An insurance program for an
individual an± family should
a. be tailored to specific needs
b. be based on a formula for

income and number of
dependents

c. provide protection against all
financial risks, no matter how
small

d. provide protection only against
major financial disasters.

34 Term life insurance usually
a. offers a large amount of protec-

tion lor a limited period of time
at a relatively low cost

b. builds up a sizable cash value
c. provides lifetime protection
d. combines protection with savings

at relatively high cost.

35 A deductible clause in an insurance
policy refers to
a. that part of the premium that

can be claimed as a tax
deduction

b. the amount the insured can
deduct from his premium if no
claims are made in a given year

c. the part of covered expenses
that the insured must pay before
insurance benefits begin

d. the part of covered expenses
that will be paid by the insurance
company.

Social Security is a compulsory
goven iment insurance prowam
which pays benefits to
a. all citizens who reach a certain

ageusually 64 or 65
b. government employees who are

injured on the :43b
c. insured workers who reach a

certain age and family members
who survive a qualified worker

d. all families with children under
five years of age.

SAVINGS& INVESTMENTS

37 The most important things to
consider for an emergency savings
fund are
a. safety and a high rate of return
b. a hich rate of return and avail-

ability of funds if needed quickly
c. safety and availability of funds

if needed quickly
d. a hedge against inflation.

38 Stocks and bonds differ in that
a. stocks represent ownership in a

corporation while bc:nds repre-
sent a loan to the issuer of the
bond

b. the stockholder's investment is
safer than the bondholder's
investment if the company goes
broke

c. stock dividends are normally
greater than interest on bonds

d. stock prices normally are less
flexible than bond prices.
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39 In periods of inflation, cash savings
a. increase in purchasing power
b. cktcrease in purchasing power
c. stay the same
d. none of the above.

TAXES

40. The three largest expenditures of
the federal government are
a. agriculture, dzfense, and

health and welfare
b. defense, health and welfare.

and education
c. defense. health and welfare, and

interest on the national debt
d. defense, international affairs

and government operations.

41. The largest single source of federal
revenue is
a. individual income tax
b. corporate income tax
c. sales tax
d. social insurance.

42. Income tax returns must be filed by
a. everyone between ages 21 and

65
b. everyone who owns proPerty
c. everyone with a gross income

over a certain amount in a
given year

d. everyone who is employed.

CONSUMER GRIEVANCES

43. Consumer grievances can best be
handled by
a. promptly reporting ail pertinent

information to the appropriate
person and place

b. rsver returning to a store where
you have had a misunderstanding
or some trouble

c. insisting on perfection in the
goods and services you buy

d. taking immediate legal action
whenever you are dissatisfied.

44. Consumer problems may be a
result of
a. misuse of a product
b. an inferior or faulty product
c. a misunderstanding between

the buyer and seller
d. all of the above.

_45. Consumer problems cannot be
resolved if
a. the consumer and the seller

do not communicate
b. a product is faulty
c. the consumer gets med
d. the COnSUMar does not have

a lawyer.

CONSUMER PROIT-CTION

46. Government agencies that protect
the consumer are
a. Better Business Bureaus.

Chambers of Commerce and
Similar associations

b. local. state and national
consumer organizations

c. manufacturers and retailers
d. Federal Trade Commission and

Food and Drug Administration.

47- Consumer protection by law covers
all of the following except
a. deception in advertising, labeling

and sei I ing
b. safety hazards
c. consumer errors in selection, use

and care of products
d- illegal and fraudulent business

Practices.

48. Detailed informztion on pending
consumer legislation is reacGly
available through
a. your local post office
b. any government book store or

the Superintendent of Documents
C. your congressman, senator or

the Congressional Report
d. your local library.

CONSUMER RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILMES

49. A responsible consumer will
normally
a. leave consumer legislation and

action to the experts
b. suffer in silence rather than

complain when dissatisfied
c. recognize that his individual

effort can make little or no
impact in the marketplace

d. do whatever he can to protect
his own rights and improve the
consumer's position in the
marketplace.
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50. The consumer's right to safety
involves all of the following except
a. the manufacturers and retailers'

responsibility to provide ade-
quate, easy-to-read use and care
instructions and safety precau-
tions where needed together with
the consumer's responsibility to
use them

b. the removal from the market-
place of all hazardous substances
and products frequently involved
in consumer accidents or
injuries

c. a willingness on the part of
consumers and businesses to
pay the cost of built-in product
safety

d. thorough testing of products
prior to marketing to insure
safety and performance.

THE CONSUMER AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

51. Adequate pollution control would
require
a. abolishing the use of pesticides

and other unnatural products
b. curtailment of all industrial

activity
c. a willingness on the part of

consumers, industry and govern-
ment to pay the cost of recycling
and proper waste disposal

d. prohibition of all glass, plastic
and metal containers by 1978.

52. Preserving the environment for our
own and future generations involves
a. return'ng to a primitive existence
b. modification of lifestyles and

goals in economically advanced
nations

c. an increase in productive
capacity in all nations

d. immediate and extreme action on
the part of all individuals and all
segments of the economy in the
United States and all other
nations.

ANSWER KEY TO
"WHAT DO YOU KNOW?"

1. a 14. c 27. c 40. c

2. d 15. b 28. a 41. a

3. a 16. c 29. b 42. c

4. a 17. a 30. c 43. a

5. b 18. b 31. a 44. d

6. a 19. a 32. a 45. a

7. a 20. b 33. a 46. d

8. c 21. b 34. a 47. c

9. d 22. c 35. c 48. c

10. c 23. a 36. c 49. d

1L c 24. b 37. c 50. b

12. d 25. d 38. a 5L c
13. a 26. a 39. b 52. b



consumer
behavior

questionnaire

8,1

Just as a content questionnaire
can help you determine what
students know and need to know
about consumer education, so can
the same techniques help you
discover how they handle
consumer matters in everyday
life. How would you characterize
your students' consumer
behavior? "What behavior
changes are desirable and how
can you bring them about?

The following consumer behavior
questionnaire, "What Do You
Do? ," is designed to give you
some insight into how your
students act as consumers. With
this information you can make
consumer education more mean-
ing ful and practical by building
on the experiences and practices
of your students.



WHAT DO YOU DO ?

DIRECTIONS: Do not sign your name! This is not a test. Yon will not be graded on your

replies. Read each question carefully ; then check the box that you believe answers the
question correctly in terms of your own consumer behavior.

11.

aeca-
sloe-

Yes No ally

1. Do you plan purchases before shop-
ping?

2. Do you follow some type of spend-
ing plan?

3. Do you ever give serious thought to
values and goals-to what is truly
important to you and what you hope
to achieve and obtain?

4. Do you ever write down goals for
spending?

5. Do you normally compare prices and
quality of goods and services in sev-
eral places before buying, particu-
larly when buying major purchases?

6. Do you consider how your consumer
decisions affect the supply and de-
mand for specific goods and ser-
vices?

7. Do you inspect goods carefully be-
fore buying?

8. Do you ask questions and-when
appropriate-get written guarantees
on goods and services before buy-
ing?

9. Do you consider how an item will
be used when deciding what quality
to buy?

10. Do you know which features are-
and are not-important to you in dif-
ferent products?

11. Do you read labels and hangtags
before buying?

12. Do you keep labels and hangtags
handy after buying for Information
on use and care?

13. Do you follow directions for use and
care of products?

14. Do you decide approximately what
you can pay for a specific item be-
fore shopping?

15. Do you know where, when and how
to call for necessary servicing and
repair of the products you buy?

16. Do you gather reliable information on
goods and services to help you de-
cide what and when to buy?

17. Do you make an effort to get along
with salespeople?

18. Do you make necessary returns and
exchanges promptly?

Oa:a-gar
Tos No any

19. Do you check a store's policy on re-
turns and exchanges before you buy?

20. Do you make a conscious effort to
separate information from persuasion
in advertising?

21. Do you keep up with new develop-
ments in products, services, selling
methods, etc.?

22. Do you keep up with consumer inter-
ests, activities and legislation?

23. Do you find out how much you will
pay before you use credit?

24. Do you know the responsibilities in-
volved in using credit?

25. Do you read contracts carefully be-
fore signing?

26. Do you complain effectively and con-
structively when necessary?

27. Do you know how to file a tax re-
turn?

28. Do you know where to tnd informa-
tion on goods and services before
you buy?

29. Do you have any type of savings
program?

30. Do you normally balance your in-
come and your spending?

31. Do you cooperate with your family
in managing family income?

32. Do you know what government agen-
cies and private organizations aid
consumers?

33. Do you postpone purchases until
sale prices are in effect whenever
possible?

34. Do you know how utility bills are
computed for ...3,-,ome? (Gas, electric-
ity, water, 4Aephone. etc.)

35. Do you know the legal responsibil-
ities of automobile owners and
drivers?

36. Do you know the approximate cost
of items you buy frequently?
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words to know
Effective teaching-learning situations begin with a
common language to facilitate communication. One
way to discover how much students know about a
topic before studying it is to check their under-
standing of key words and phrases. While this can
be accomplished in a number of ways, the following
suggestions have been successful in various class-
room situations :

Keep dictionaries in the classroom and encourage
students to look up new and unfazniliar words
and phrases as they come up in discussion, read-
ing or special projects.
Use word association games, asking students to
write down the first word that comes to mind in
connection with a specific consumer word or term.
Then let students compare their associations with
the different words and terms. Follow up with a
definition and discussion of the real meaning of
different terms.

,---C,
83

Work up crossword puzzles, using key terms and
phrases related to consumer education and per-
sonal economics.

Use new words in sentences that will reveal their
meaning.

Write a consumer glossary containing key words
and phrases for different content areas in con-
sumer education.

Divide the class into small groups, each to be re-
sponsible for defining and using the key words
and phrases from specific content areas.

You may want to concentrate on those words from
the "Glossary of Consumer Terms" beginning on
page 88, which your students will need to under-
stand as they work toward the goal of becoming
competent consumers and informed citizens.
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ABSTRACT OF TITLEa
legal document which describes
the past ownership of property
showing the history of all
transactions which affect title
or ownershipa condensed
history of the title or owner-
ship of land.

ACCELERATION CLAUSEa
provision granting a creditor
the right to demand advance
payment under certain
circumstances such as a
failure to make a payment;
sometimes also used to refer
to a provision in a credit
contract granting a debtor
the right to pay all or part
of a debt in advance.

ACCOUNTANTa person
trained in the field of account-
ingif licensed, called a
certified public accountant
(CPA).

ADVERTISEMENTa paid
public announcement offering
goods, services and ideas
for sale.

ALIMONYset payments made
to a marriage partner after
divorce or separation
agreement.

AMORTIZATIONscheduled,
gradual reductioa of debt
through periodic payments of
interest and principal
combined.

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATEthe actual rate of
interest or finance charge
figured on a yearly basis.

.ANNUTTYcontract calling
for payment of a fixed sum for
a given perbd of time or
for life.

ANTI-TRUSTthe laws and
legal actions designed to ensure
fair trade and competition
and to prevent monopolies
in trade.

APPLICATION FORMa form
requesting specific written
information from persons
applying for credit, a job,
an apartment, etc.

APPRAISALthe evaluation
of the worth of something;
frequently used in connection
with insurance claims, taxable
value of property and sale
of real estate.

ARBITRATIONa method of
settling disputes outside of
court in which the parties
involved agree to accept the
decision of a third party.

AS ISa term meaning that
merchandise is to be sold in
its present condition regard-
less of defects, flaws or
imperfections.

ASSESSto fix the value of
something for tax purposes.

ASSETSpossessions of value,
usually measurable in terms
of dollars.

ASSIGNto transfer property,
real estate, securities,
possessions or rights to
another person(s).

ATTACHMENTan authoriza-
tion to temporarily seize and
hold property of a defendant
involved in legal action, in
order to satisfy any judgment
against the defendant in favor
o E a creditor or plaintiff.

ATTORNEYperson trained,
qualified and admitted to the
practice of law (licensed to
practice law). Legal agent
qualifiect to act for clients
in legal proceedings-

ATTORNEY GENERALhead
of the Department of Justice
in the U.S. or chief law officer
of each state. He or the
Assistant Attorney General
represents the government
in legal matters.

AUTOMATIONuse of
machines to increase efficiency
and to reduce or eliminate
certain types of human labor.

(89

BAILMENTan express or
implied contract arising when
property is entrusted by the
owner to another for a
specific purpose such as
repairs, cleaning or servicing.

BAIT AND SWITCHa
deceptive scheme by which a
product is advertised at an
attractive price, but the cus-
tomer is denied the opportunity
to buy the advertised item and
is instead switched to higher-
priced merchandise by various
unfair practices generally
characterized as "nailing
the advertised product to
the floor."
BALANCEan amount
remaining due on an account or
debt; also the difference
between deposits and with-
drawals in an account.
BALANCE OF PAYMENTSa
statement of total financial
transactions of one country
with other nations for a
specific period of time
usually a year_
BALANCE SHEETan item-
ized statement showing nssets,
liabilities and net worth on
a given date.
BALLOON CLAUSEa
provision in an installment
contract allowing the final
payment to be significantly
larger than the monthly
payments.
BANKRUPTa person who
has committed an act of bank-
ruptcy; one who is not able
to meet his financial obliga-
tions; technically, one who
has been declared bankrupt
by the court and whose assets
are assigned and distributed
to creditors.
BANKRUPTCYa legal pro-
ceeding for the purpose of
having a person or company
adjudged bankrupt or unable
to pay obligations and to have
the estate or assets divided
among creditors.
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BENEFICIARYthe person
named in a life insurance
policr to receive benefits or
procevis when they become
payab,'.,; a person designated
to receive property under the
terms of a will.

Bk-krat BUSINESS BUREAU
a not-for-profit organization
maintained by business which
provides information con-
cerning companies selling
goods and services and offers
a no-charge procedure for
processing complaints.
Develops educational
programs for consumers and
reviews advertising on the
basis of established standards
and government regulations.

BILL--a list of charges or
costs for goods or services pre-
sented by the person or firm
providing the goods or services
to the person paying for them;
also, a bill is the term used
to describe a proposed lam-
which has been introduced
in a legislative body but
has not yet been either
rejected or passed.

BILL OF SALEwritten
evidence of the transfer of
goods or services from slater
to buyer.
BONDcertificate or evidence
of debt issued by corporations
and governments involving
a promise to pay a certain
amount of money on a specific
date and interest at a stated
rate.

BONDEDsecured or pro-
tected by a pledge of property.

BRAND NAMEidentifying
mark or design designating a
manufacturer, seller, quality
or other characteristic of a
product
BROKERdealer or agent who,
for a commission or fee,
brings parties together and
assists in negotiating business
between themrefers largely
to transactions in securities,
insurance and real estate.

BUDGETa plzui for the use
of money based on goals and
expected income and
expenditures.
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BUSINESS CYCLEan expan-
sion and contraction of the
economy and business activities
at periodic intervals.

BUYto acquire by paying
a price; to purchase.

BUYERa consumer; one
who buys.

BUYING POWERthe capacity
to buy as measured by income.
Buying power of the dollar
is the relative amount that
can be purchased with a
dollar at a given period as
compared with some established
base period.

CAPACITYthe ability to
meet financial obligations.

CAPITALassets in the form
of cash and securities or
property and equipment which
can be converted to cash or
something else of value.

CAPITAL GA1Na gain re-
suiting from the sale or
exchange of capital assets at
a price higher than that
originally paid for the assets.

CAPITAL GOODSthe tools,
equipment and machinery
used to produce goods or
to provide services.

CAPITALISMan economic
system in which the means of
production are privately owned
and controlled and which is
characterized by competition
and the profit motive.

CARRYING CHARGEan
amount other than interest,
added to the cash price of
goods sold on credit under an
installment contract. (The
Truth in Lending Law
requires the stated finance
charge to include all charges
involved in using credit.)

so

CASH AND CARRYa busi-
ness policy requiring customers
to pay cash for purchases and
take them personally, rather
than have them charged and/or
delivered.

CASH RESERVESliquid as-
sets set aside for emergencies.

CASH SALEcash is paid at
the time of purchaseno credit,
charges, or C.O.D.

CASH SURRENDER VALUE
the amount available in case a
life insurance policy is volun-
tarily cancelled or surrendered
before it becomes payable by
death or at maturity. The
amount is stated in the policy.

CATALOGa listing and
description of products and
services for sale by retail stores
or mail order houses.

CAVEAT EMPTORlet the
buyer beware. (Latin)

CAVEAT VENDITORIet the
seller beware. (Latin)

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER
court or official agency order
calling for an immediate stop
to some activity or practice.

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
receipt issued by a bank for
the deposit of funds, promising
to pay the amount deposited
plus specified interest on or
after a certain date. Depending
upon the terms of the certifi-
...ate, it may be either negotiable
..-- non-negotiable. The amount
of the certificate is not
required to be paid prior
to the specified date-

tEkellk 1h11 CHECKa check
for which the bank on which it
is drawn guarantees funds
have been set aside to snake
payment- (Required as a form
of payment for certain types
of transactions.)

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
association of business and
professional men and firms,
organized to promote legitimate
business interests and trade.



CHARGE ACCOUNTarrange-
ment between seller and cus-
tomer permitting the customer
to buy goods and services now
and pay for them later
according to an agreed upon
method of payment.

CHATI'ELany personal prop-
erty other than real estate.

CHATTEL MORTGAGEa
loan secured by personal prop-
erty or goods and chattels.

CHECKan order to a bank,
drawn upon a deposit of
funds in that bank, to pay
a specified amount of money
to a named person or his
order upon demand.

CHECKBOOKa pad of blank
checks used by a depositor
to draw checks on his account

CHECKING ACCOUNTa type
of bank account which permits
a depositor to draw (write)
checks against the balance
in his account

CHOICEthe selection of one
of several alternatives.

CLAEKa demand made to
assert a legal right, such
as a claim made by an insured
person to an insurance com-
pany for settlement under
terms of an insurance policy.

CLASS ACTIONa legal pro-
cedure in which an individual
or group of individuals can sue
a company or organization
for a specific claim on their
own behalf and on behalf
of all who have a common
interest in the claizn.

CLEARANCEa sale for the
purpose of clearing out
certain merchandise, usually
end-of-season, out-of-season,
or discontinued. When
properly used, the term applies
to merchandise reduced in
price to clear.

CLERKa somewhat archaic
term for a salesperson in
a retail outlet

CLIP JOINTa slang expres-
sion for a dishonest business
place.

CLOSE OUT--discontinued
merchandise which is being
disposed of in special selling.
When properly used, the
term applies to the seller's
entire remaining stock of the
discontinued item which
is permanently reduced in
price until sold out_

CLOSING DATEday as of
which all credits, charges and
adjustments are computed
on a credit account for billing
purposes. In real estate trans-
actions, the day on which the
parties meet to deliver the
deed and transfer the money
agreed to be paid.

C.O.D.cash on delivery
payment is made when the
merchandise is delivered.

CODE DATINGthe numbers
and letters on foods and
perishable items indicating
either the date manufactured
Or date after which the quality
may suffer and the product
should not be sold.

COLLATERALsomething of
value pledged as security for a
loam

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
the negotiation between organ-
ized workers and employers
with the aim of agreeing on
wages, fringe benefits and
working conditions.

CO-MAKER (CO-SIGNER)a
person who signs a note along
with a borrower thereby
agreeing to pay the obligation
if the borrower fails to do so.
Co-maker's responsibilities
vary with individual state laws.

COBIMERCIALgenerally
refers to the buying and selling
of goods and services; also
a paid advertising announce-
ment on radio or television.

COMMISSIONthe money paid
to an agent or salesman based
on the value of his sales.

COMMODITY--any salable
item in commerce or trade
such as goods, merchandise,
products.

COMMON STOCKa share in
ownership of a corporation.
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COMPANYauociation of
persons who have come
together with capital, skills
and time to perform some
commercial action such as
production, distribution,
selling, promoting, etc.

COMPARISON SHOPPING
looking at dzfferent brands and
models of the same or similar
products in several stores
to compare prices, quality,
features and store services
before buying.

COMPETITIONcontinuing
struggle among business
firms to gain a larger share
of a given market or other
advantages.

COMPOUND INTEREST
calculated prior to a designated
date or dates (e.g. quarterly or
semi-annually, etc.) to form
a new base after each
calculation.

CONDITIONAL SALES CON-
TRACTan agreement some-
times used for installment
sales under which the seller
retains title to goods until the
buyer has completed payment
for them.

CONDOMINIUMa form of
home ownership in which
an individual -swns his own
unit and shares ownership
and expenses of maintaining
common areas such as halls.
stairs, lobby, equipment
and grounds.

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT
a statement acknowledging
the existence of a debt, given
by debtor to creditor, which,
when filed in court, permits
the creditor to obtain a
judgment against the debtor
without notice to the debtor.
(Illegal in some states.)

CONSOLIDATEto bring
together several debts or obli-
gations under one contract

CONSUMERone who uses
goods and services; buyer of
goods and services.

CONSUMER CREDITan ex-
tension of credit to consumers
or individuals for personal
or family needs.
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CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
the measure of the cost of liv-
ing as tabulated by U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics based on
a hypothetical standard of
living consisting of the actual
retail prices of a wide
variety of consumer goods
and services at a given time
and compared to a base
period which is changed
from time to time.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
a type of aid and protection
related to consumer interests
provided by law, by government
agencies or by private indi-
viduals or organizations.

CONTINGENCYan event that
may occur but which is not
likely or intended.

CONTRACTa legally binding
agreement between two or
more persons which creates,
modifies or cancels some
legal relationship.

COOLING OFF PERIODan
amount of time provided by law
for consumers to cancel a
purchase of goods and services
from a door-to-door seller.
(Required by law in some
states and also under consid-
eration as an FTC trade
regulation rule.)

COOPERATIVEa enter-
prise created and owntd jointly
by its members, operated for
their mutual benefit, with a
sharing of profits, if any,
among the total membership.
Consumer cooperatives are
formed largely for the purpose
of purchasing goods and
services at favorable prices;
housing cooperatives are
formed to provide housing
for members; farmer cooper-
atives are formed to market
produce jointly.

CORPORATIONa legal enEty
created under law which
may enter into agreements,
carry on business activities,
perform a variety of functions
and be subject to legal
action and law suits. Legal
action against a corporation
may not be extended into the

private interests of its
officers, directors or share-
holders.
COST OF LIVINGthe amount
of money needed to buy goods
and services required to
maintain a certain standard
of living.
COUPONinterest and divi-
dend certificates which are
written contracts for payment
of a specified amount on a
given date; also certificates
entitling the holder to a
refund or discount of a certain
amount on the purchase
of a specified item.
COVERAGEan insurance
term meaning either the dollar
amount of money protection
provided or the hazards
against which the protection
is given.

CREDIT WORTHINESSan
amount loaned to a debtor or
owed to a creditor.

CREDIT BUREAUan organi-
zation which collects and keeps
files of information on credit
practices of individual con-
sumers and makes information
available to subscribing credit
grantors and other businesses
for confidential use, usually
in making credit available to
consumers. (Bureaus are now
required by law to make
information available to the
consumer concerning his own
credit record.)

CREDIT CARDan identifying
card entitling the holder to
charge goods and services
and/or to borrow money.

CREDIT INSURANCEa form
of insurance which pays what
is owed if the debtor should
die or become disabled prior
to fulfilling the contract.
CREDITORan individual or
business that makes credit
available by lending money
or selling goods and services
on credit.

CREDIT RATINGa creditor's
evaluation of a debtor's (or
prospective debtor's) willing-
ness and ability to pay his
debts as judged by past
performance.

CREDIT UNIONa coopera-
tive association made up of
members who share some
common bond such as
employees of the same com-
pany. Designed primarily to
provide a way for members
to save and/orborrow money.

CURRENCYany freely circu-
lating and widely accepted
medium of exchange; the
official money of a country.
CUSTOMERone who buys or
does business with a particular
store or firm; person who
makes a purchase.

CUSTOM-MADEsomething
made to the individual order of
a customer or to fit particular
specifications set by the
customer.

DEALERone who buys prod-
ucts from a manufacturer or
wholesaler for resale to the
final user-

DEBENTUREusually an un-
secured promise to pay issued
by a company or corporation.

DEBTsomething owed
(usually money) by one
person to another.

DEBT ADJUSTERa person or
organization that takes a large
portion of a debtor's income
and divides it among Ir.'s
creditors according to terms
of an agreement between
adjuster, creditors and debtor.
Debt adjusters may provide
this service free or charge a
fee, depending on the orga-
nization and state laws.

DEBTORa person who owes
money or assets.

DEDUCTIBLE CLAUSEa
clause in some insurance poli-
cies requiring the insured to
pay the first part of each loss
up to a stated amount.



DEDUCTIONan amount
taken away or subtracted
frequently used in c onnection
with income tax.

DEEDa written document
transferring title of real
property from one person
to another.

DEFAULTfailure to meet the
terms of an agreement
usually referring to failure
to make payment on debt
according to terms set up
in the contract. Also refers
to a judgment entered by a
court in favor of the plaintiff
when the defendant fails to
appear at the appointed court
date.

DEFECTimperfection or
flaw in a product.

DEFICIENCYshortage, par-
ticularly in connection with
amount of money or other
assets available to pay off
a debt.

DEFICIENCY JUDGMENTa
judgment for that part of a
debt secured by a mortgage
but not realized from the
sale of mortgaged property;
an amount a debtor still owes
a creditor after the disposition
of mortgaged property.

DEFLATIONdecline in price
level of goods and services
with resulting increase in
purchasing power of the dollar.

DEFRAUDto cheat by decep-
tive means.

DELINQUENTa failure to
meet some obligationparticu-
larly failure to pay a debt.

DEMANDfrom consumer
point of view, the need or
desire for goods and services
plus the willingness and
ability to pay for them; in
economics, the total quantity
of goods and services buyers
are willing and able to buy
at various prices at a given
time; in finance, the request
for payme-rt of a debt or
obligation.

DEPENDENTlegally, one
whose main financial support
comes from another.

DEPOSITthe amount of
money given in partial payment
for merchandise to reserve it
until full payment is made;
also money or property put
in custody of another such as
in a bank for safekeeping or
investment or as a pledge as
security on a debt. Demand
depositone which may be
withdrawn at any time by the
depositor without prior notice
to the bank. Time depositone
for which notice must be given
prior to withdrawal or 5t must
remain or: deposit for a set
period of time.

DEPOSIT SLIPa printed
form which provides a record
of money or checks deposited
in an account.

DEPRECIATIONa decrease
in the value of an item over a
period of time due to age,
wear and useapplies
particularly in valuing
personal or real property
for tax purposes or insurance
claims.

DEPRESSIONsevere decline
in business activity frequently
accompanied by high
unemployment, low production,
curtailed consumer 1:ying,
restricted credit, etc.

DEVALUATIONdecrease in
the value of a unit of money
as related to gold, foreign
currency, or other accepted
standard.

DIRECT SELLINGa method
of selling merchandise directly
in the customer's home rather
than at a place of business
maintained by the seller
refers largely to door-to-door
selling and direct mail selling.

DISCLAIMERa denial of
responsibility for a claim,
right or interest.

DISCOUNTthe amount de-
ducted from an amount due;
reduction from usual price
of an item or sekvice.
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DISCRETIONARY INCOME
the income remaining after
payroll deductions and meeting
fixed and necessary expenses.

DISPOSABLE INCOMEthe
income received after payroll
deductions for social security,
taxes, etc.; after-tax income.

DIVIDENDthe amount of
money paid out of earnings or
proceeds from the sale of
property which is divided
among shareholders or
creditorsusually it represents
a share of profits paid in
proportion to the share of
ownership.

DOCUMENTin its legal
sense, a written instrument con-
taining facts, records, figures
and information which may
be used as proof or evidence.

DOMESTICgenerally refers
to anything manufactured or
originating in the country
where it is retailed, as opposed
to imported goods from other
countries.

DOUBLE INDEMNITYa pro-
vision in an insurance policy
to pay double the agreed-upon
amount for losses under certain
circumstances such as
accidental death.

DOWN PAYMENTthe cash
payment made on a credit
purchase before the credit
balance is figured.

DUE DATEthe day on which
a debt, bill or obligation
becomes payable.

DUNto make frequent and
insistent demands on a debtor
for payment of a debt.

DURABLE GOODSproducts
with lasting value such as
home appliances and furniture,
autos, etc. as opposed to items
consumed in a single use such
as food and utilities, or,
over a short period of time
such as househ;ld supplies
and clothing.
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EARNING POWERthe ca-
pacity to earn money through
work or investments.

ECOLOGYa study of the
environment and related
organisms and life.

ECONOMIC INDICATOR
measurement of some economic
activity which is useful in
evaluating the state of the
overall economy.

ECONOMIC SYSTEMthe
method by which a society deals
with the economic problems of
production, distribution and
consumption of goods and
services.

ECONOMICSthe study of
how men and society choose to
employ scarce productive
resources to produce goods
and services and distribute
them among various people
and groups.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCYan
organization set up primarily
to bring persons seeking
employment together with
companies or organizations
seeking employees.

ENDORSEto write one's
signature on the back of a
negotiable instrument in
order to transfer it to another.

ENDORSEMENTa signature
required on the back of a
negotiable instrument to
transfer it to another person
or institution.

E.O.M.end of month-

EQUITYthe degree or amount
of ownership in property.

ESTATEthe total property
and other assets a person owns.

ESTATE TAXa tax levied
against the estate of a deceased
person.
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EVICTIONthe dispossession
from property; forceful
removal from one's residence.

!)
EXCHANGEto return a pur-
chase for other merchandise of
the same value as opposed to
returning something for a
cash refund.

EXCISE TAXgenerally, any
selective tax levied against
the manufacture, consumption
or sale of a product or
service. Commonly used to
refer to selective taxes
from time to time imposed by
the Federal Government on
the manufacture of products
(e.g. automobiles) or the sale
of certain items or services
(e.g. excise tax formerly
applied to the sale of jewelry).

EXPENDITUREthe outlay of
money; the spending of money
for goods and services.

EXPENSEany cost or charge
involved in maintaining
one's living.

EXPIRATIONthe end of a
specified time period or day
on which something becomes
ineffective.

EXPORTto send merchandise
or goods out of the country
in which they originate.

EXPRESSa definite, explicit
statement not left to inference;
opposite of implied; refers
frequently to guarantees and
warranties.

EXTENSIONagreement be-
tween debtor and creditor,
permitting a delay in the pay-
ment of a debt after its original
due date.

FACE AMOUNTthe amount
of money stated on the face
of an instrument.
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FAIR TRADE PRICE(also
called resale price maintenance)
a minimum or fixed price
set by a manufacturer or
distributor for the resale of
a product to the consumer
by the retailer under a state
law permitting such a practice.
Federal law permits states
to determine if they want to
establish fair trade laws.
If a state does not enact
such a law, agreements between
manufacturer or distributor
and the retailer as i.o the
price to be charged t'ae
consumer is illegal price fixing
under the Federal Anti-Trust
Laws.

FALS.e. ADVERTISINGany
advertising which is misleading
in a material respect, including
not only false representation
as to the benefits or results
of using the commodity
advertised, or as to its cc,,tents,
but also the failure to reveal
any consequences which are
likely to follow from its use.

FEEa price paid for services
rendered, particularly by
pmfessional persons, or for
admission to an event or
meeting.

FELONYa sPrious crime
punished by a sentence in a
state prison, as distinguished
from a misdemean3r which
involves a lesser penalty.

FINANCE the science of
dealing with money and credit;
also to proride credit to a busi-
ness or individual or to obtain
credit for purchases or
working capital for business.

FINANCE CHARGEthe total
amount a purchaser must pay
for the use of creditincludes
all charges.

FINANCE COMPANYa com-
pany in the business of making
loans to businesses or
individuals.

VINANCIAL STATEMENT
authorized statement of the
financial condition of a
business organizationusually
referring to assets and
liabilities and income and
expenses.



FINEa penalty imposed by
law and requiring payment
of money.

FIRSTHANDan item ob-
tained from original owner or
from the producer without
going through a distributor
or middleman.

FIXED INCOMEincome
which is fixed in amount,
neither decreasing or increas-
ing for a long period of time
or permanently.

FLEECEto unfairly take
property or money from an
innocent and unsuspecting
victim (literally, to shear
a lamb).

FORECLOSEto bring legal
action against a debtor who
has failed to pay his debt
according to the ter= of a
contract, and requiring the
debtor to forfeit whatever
security he has posted.

FOREIGNgenerally refers to
other countries but may also
refer to other states or to
other places.

FORFEITto lose as a penalty
for failing to perform some
specific act, or to lose as
punishment for failing to pay
a debt as in a foreclosure.

FORGERYthe crime of falsi-
fying a signature or other item
for purposes of fraud on a
written instrument such as
a check or a credit sales receipt.

FORM LETTERa standard-
ized form used to answer
inquiries or to make
announcements.

FRAUDa deceitful and illegal
practice used to duprive a
person of his rights or
property. According to law,
elements in fraud are false
representation, concealment
of facts, knowledge of deceit, or
gross :arelessness and deliberate
intent to mislead.

FRINGE BENEFITany of a
variety of indirect, non-cash
benefits provided to employees
by employers.

GAINars increase in cash,
possessions or other resources
usually measured at the
end of a period of time such
as "annual gain:'
GARNISHEEa person
against whom a garnishment
has been filed.
GARNISHMENTa court
order presented by a creditor to
a debtor's employer requiring
that part of a debtor's wages
be paid to a creditor because
payments on a debt are
overdue. (Illegal in some
states.)
GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
an informal agreement
usually unwritten and based
on honor.
GOODSmovable personal
property not including livestock
or such intangibles as leases;
any manufactured items,
merchandise or commodities
bought and sold in the
marketplace; tangible items
which are useful in satisfying
:Aim= wants; types of goods
include durables which are
goods with lasting value,
non-durables which are
products with relatively short
useful life, and semi-durables
with a useful life somewhere
in between durables and
non-durables.
GOODWILLthe benefits and
patronage a business enjoys
as a result of a fine reputation
and fair treatment of
customers.
GRADEa classification and
rating of commodities and
merchandise according to
specific characteristics such
as size, quality, uniformity, etc.
GRATUITYa tip or amount of
money given for service as
in a restaurant, taxi, beauty
shop and others rendering
service.
GR/EVANCEcomplaint aris-
ing out of dissatisfaction with
service, merchandise, etc.
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GROSSa quantity of 12 dozen
or 144; a gain or loss after
subtracting costs from gross;
or entire and whole, without
deductions or allowances
as in gross income.

GROSS INCOMEthe total in-
come before any deductions.

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
(G.N.P.)the total market
value of all goods and services
produced by the nation's
economyincluding the total
purchases of goods and
services by private consumers
and government, gross private
domestic capital investment
and net foreign investment
measured normally on the
basis of one year.

GUARANTEEa statement
given the purchaser by the
seller at the time of sale which
recites certain quality or
performance characteristics
of the product and promises
certain remedial action (repair,
replacement, refund, etc.)
if the product fails to meet
the standard of quality or
performance for a specified
period of time.

HAZARDin insurance, the
dangers or risks surrounding
any person or item covered
by insurance; policies usually
define the risks or hazards
against which the insured is
protected and the hazards
which are rot covered.

HEAD OF FAMILYany per-
son who maintains a fainKi
unit and accepts the financial
responsibility for at least
one other person in his
householdusually a father
but may also be a woman
with ^hildren, a single person
supporting parents or other
individual maintaining another
person in his or her home.



HIGH PRESSUREusually re-
fers to selling techniques of
intense, strong, persuasive
nature which are difficult
for customers to withstand.

HOLDER IN DUE COURSEa
person who has accepted a
negotiable instrument (check
or note) in good faith.
(Subject of controversy because
holders of negotiable instruments
or credit contracts are not held
responsible by law for goods
or services sold under the
contract. As a result, the
consumer or buyer has no
recourse to the holder if goods
or services prove to be defective
and unsatisfactory.)

HOMESTEADgenerally the
house and adjoining land and
buildings belonging to a
homeowner.

HOUSEHOLDgenerally a
family living together or the
place they live, be it a house or
apartment; according to the
Bureau of the Census, the
person or persons who occupy
a single house, apartment,
room or other dwelling unit.

ILLEGALunlawful; against
the law.

ILLICITnot allowed by law
or custom_

IMPLIEDsomething which
may be inferred or reasonably
expected as a result of actions
or circumstances such as
the sale of an itemwhile
not expressed or written,
the very offering of an item
for sale is'an implication that
it is salable merchaddise and
that it is fit for the purpose
for which it is intended.

IMPORTto bring goods in
from another countryalso the
item brought in.
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IMPULSE BUYINGgenerally,
unplanned consumer purchases
or "spur of the moment"
buying of merchandise on
display or on sale.

INCOMEgenerally money
received from one's business,
labor or investments.

INDEMNITYprotection from
loss or damage.

INDICTMENTaccusation
presented by a grand jury
to a court.

INDUSTRYnon-agricultural
and non-distributive business
activity including manufactur-
ing, processing and mining;
also any group of companies
engaged in the same type of
operation or involved with the
same products such as the food
industry, textile industry, etc.

INFLATIONan increase in
prices or decrease in the value
of money resulting from an
increase in the amount of
money in circulation relative
to the amount of goods and
services available.

INJUNCTIONa judicial pro-
cess requiring the person or
organization to whom it is
issued to do or refrain from
doing a particular act.

INSOLVENTone who is
unable to pay debts and
obligations.

INSTALLATIONact of
putting something in place as
to install an appliance such as
a washing machine, dryer or
range.

INSTALLMENTin credit, one
of a series of payments on a
debt.

INSTALLMENT PLAN
"closed end" type of credit
arrangement in which the
buyer signs a contract calling
for payments of a specific
amount to be paid at a given
time each month or week, for
a given number of months or
weeks.

INSTRUhMNTin law, a
written or printed document
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containing factual statements
and of sufficient authority to
be used as evidencesee
negotiable instrument.

INSUFFICIENT FUNDS
statement stamped on a check
by a bank when the account
agenst which a check is drawn
does not contain enough money
to cover the check.

INSURANCEa way of spread-
ing and sharing financial risks;
an insurance policy is a con-
tract in which the insurer
agrees to pay an agreed upon
amount of money to the insured
in the event of certain financial
losses resulting from specific
hazards or perils outlined in
the policy; the insured agrees
to pay a set premium either in
installments or in a single sum.

INTERESTthe price paid for
the use of money over a period
of time, usually stated as an
annual percentage rate of the
amount borrowed- or used.

INTERNAL REVENUE SER-
VICEthat section of the U.S.
Treasury Department which
deals with taxes.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
trade or commerce across
state lines.

INTESTATErefers to person
who has died without leaving a
valid will or other provision for
the disposition of his property.

INTRASTATE COMMERCE
trade or commerce which takes
place within the boundaries of
one state.

INVENTORYa list of goods,
possessions and property on
hand.

INVESTMENTthe act of
putting money into property or
securities for the purpose of
receiving income or for appre-
ciation in value.

INVESTMENT COMPANY
financial institution which
accepts shareholders and in-
vests their funds in a wide
selection of securities.



INVOICEan itemized list of
merchandise or services usually
including a request for
payment.

IRREVOCABLEnon-
cancellable or not to be changed
prior to a specified date.

ITEMIZEto draw up a de-
tailed list of goods or parts
purchased and services ren-
dered with charges for each
as on a sales slip.

JOBan occupation; also, a
single piece of work to be done-

JOINT OWNERSHIP OR
TENANCYtwo or more per-
sons jointly own and hold
title to -,-..roperty.

JUDGMENTa final ruling by
a court or semi-judicial body
after hearing all evidence in a
trial or hearing.

LABELany printed message
attached to merchandise or
pented on a package which
may identify the manufacturer
or seller and descrThe the prod-
uct, ita contents, its origin, its
price and provide other infor-
mation related to use, care and
purchase of the item.

LABORwork; also workers
as distinguished from
management.

LAISSEZ-FAIREa French
phrase meaning "to leave
alone"; genera, 'y referring to
a non-restrictive atmosphere

for business activity; a policy
of limited government regula-
tion and interference with
business and trade.

LANDLORDthe owner of
property who leases or rents
it to another person known as
a tenant, for a specified period
of time at an agreed upon rate
of rental.

LAPSEin insurance, termina-
tion of an insurance policy as
a result of failure to pay a pre-
mium within a certain period
of. time.

LAST WILL AND TESTA-
MENTfinal written will of a
person giving instructions for
the disposal of his property and
possessions upon his death.

I.AWbody of rules enforced
by custom, authority or legisla-
tion; also any one of such rules.

LEASEcontract transferring
the use or occupancy of land,
buildings, space or equipment
in return for payment in the
form of rent.

LEGALset up accordirg to
law; pertaining io 12077.

LEGAL AID SOCIETYan or-
ganization set ap to provide
legal counsel, advice and ser-
vices to those who need them
but are unable to pay the full
cost of such services.

LEGAL OBLIGATIONdebt or
promise to perform which can
be enforced by legal means
if necessary.

LEGAL RIGHTany right con-
veyed by or recognized by
statute and enforceable by law.

LEGAL TENDERany author-
ized currency which may be
used fcr payment of debt or to
satisfy obligations.

LEGISLATIONan act of
making laws; also the laws
enacted.

LIABILITYany obligation
one is bound to honor; legally
bound to do, to pay, to perform
some act-
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LIABLEbound by law or
ownership; chargeable by law;
also exposed to a particular
risk or hazard which is a pos-
sibility; answerable to make
satisfaction, compensation or
restitution.
LICENSEa non-transferable
permission to do a specific
thing or engage in a particular
enterprise which is subject to
some regulation by law, such as
drive a car or operate a specific
business.
LIENa claim against prop-
erty for payment of some debt
or obligation.
LIFESTYLEa mode of living
which is characteristic of an
entire society or segment of a
society, referring particularly
to those qualities of a mode of
living which distinguish that
mode from those of other
groups or cultures.
LIQUID ASSETSwealth
which can be easily converted
to cash.
LIQUIDATEto convert secu-
rities or other property to cash ;
also to pay off a debt or obliga-
tion; also to settle or dissolve
a business or estate by deter-
mining assets and liabilities
and distributing assets to
creditors to cover debts.
LIQUIDITYthe degree tc-
which an individual or business
can meet obligations without
converting fixed assets into
cash.
LIST AND DISCOUNT PRIC-
INGa pricing system wherein
manufacturers set list prices
from which discounts of vary-
ing percentages are allowed to
their customers under certain
circumstances.
LOANusually money bor-
rowed at a specified rate of
charge for a specified period
of time.

LOSS LEADERitems sold be-
low ?ost to attract customers to
a store with the hope that they
will buy other items at regular
prices. (Illegal in some states.)
LUXURYthat which may be
desirable but is not necessary.
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MACROECONOMICSthat
portion of economics which
deals with income determina-
tion, price level analysis and
the effect of fiscal and mone-
tary policy on the operation of
the economic system.
MADE-TO-ORDERgoods
made up after a customer
places an order.
MAIL ORDERorder for mer-
chandise which is normally
sent, received and filled by
mail.
MAKEa brand, type or style
of some manufactured or pro-
cessed product.
MALPRACTICEthe miscon-
duct, incompetence or careless-
ness on the /mart of professional
persons in medicine, law, ac-
counting and other professions.
MANAGEMENTthe process
of organizinK and utilizing re-
sources to accomplish prede-
termined objectives; also the
act of controlling and making
decisions in the operation of a
business enterprise or personal
or family situation ; also ad-
ministrative aspect of an indus-
try as opposed to labor.
MANUFACTURERan organ-
ization using capital, labor and
equipment in the production
of manufactured items.
MARKDOWNa reduction be-
low the origulal price of an
item.
MARKETPLACEgenerally
the arena in which goods and
services are bought and sold.
MATURITY DATEthe day
the last payment in a credit
contract is due.
MEANSthe financial re-
sources of money, property
and other assets.
MEANS TESTa test for de-
termining whether a person
qualifies for welfare payments
or charitable benefits.
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MEDICAREa government
program set up to pay the costs
of certain medical services and
medicines for qualified citizens.

MERCHANDISEall goods,
commodities and products
which are bought and sold by
merchants and consumers
generally excluding foods,
beverages and other items im-
mediately consumed.

MERCHANTa person who
buys and resells goods and
services for profit.

METRIC SYSTEMthe stan-
dard system of weights and
measures used by most coun-
tries, based on the meter and
on the kilogram.

MICROECONOMICSthat por-
tion of economics t7hich deals
with the relative prices of
specific goods and the shares
of national income derived by
those who provide labor, man-
agement and capital.

MISREPRESENTATIONa
supposedly factual statement
which is wholly or partly un-
true or which creates a false
impression.

MIXED ECONOMYa system
in which means of production
are largely owned privately but
in which certain aspects of
economic activity are controlled
by government ; e.g. both pri-
vate enterprise and government
shape the overall economy.

MONEYa medium of ex-
change which is widely circu-
lated and generally accepted as
a standard of value by society.

MONEY ORDERa method of
transferring money from one
person to another without send-
ing cash ; the order is issued
by post office, bank or other
agency for the amount of
money specified by the buyer
to be paid by another named
office or agency.

MOITEY RATEthe interest
rate at which money may be
borrowed for short-term loans.
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MONOPOLYa market situa-
tion in which only one organ-
ization produces the entire out-
put of an industry or sells a
product or service for which
there is no substituteas with
telephone service in most areas.

MORTGAGEa credit arrange-
ment wherein title to real
property is pledged to secure
a lenn or obligation. Usually
mortgage loans are obtained
for the purchase or improve-
ment of the property which
is pledged.

MUNICIPALa term referring
to a city, town, village, school
district or any political division
smaller than state or county.

MUTUAL FUNDSsee invest-
ment company.

NATIONAL DEBTa debt
owed by the federal govern-
ment, not including the debts
of state and local governments.

NATURAL RESOURCESpo-
tentially productive land and
materials in their natural
state before man has utilized
them.

NEEDSthose goods and ser-
vices considered essential for
living.

NEGLIGENCEthe failure to
perform some action which
could be expected of any rea-
sonable, prudent man under
certain circumstances, or the
doing of stImething which a
reasonable and prudent man
would not do.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT
a written evidence of debt
which may be transferred by
endorsement or proper deliv-
ery; examples include checks,
promissory notes, some bonds,
drafts.



NETthe amount that is free
and clear after necessary
deductions.
NET WORTHthe excess of
total assets over total
liabilities.
NORMa model or average.
NOTARY PUBLICa person
licensed to administer oaths
and to attest or certify the
validity of signatures on
documents.
NOTEa credit instrument
containing a written promise
to pay a sum of money at a
specified future date to a
named person, or to the bearer
of the note.
NUISANCEan unreasonable
cr unlawful use of one's own
property, or unlawful personal
action which interferes with
rights of others or the public
and which creates interference,
hurt or damage.

OBLIGATIONa binding duty
voluntarily assumed or imposed
by contract or law; debt.

OBSOLESCENCEdeclining
value of a product which re-
sults from technological im-
provements in-similar
products, changes in public
taste and needs or other de-
velopments which differ from
declining value resulting from
normal wear, use and age.

OCCUPANCYthe possession
and use of property.
OCCUPATIONthe employ-
ment, job, trade, profession by
which one earns a living.
OLIGOPOLYa market situa-
Eon in which only a few sellers
of a specify _ roduct exist.
OPEN-DATINGthe dating, in
terms consumers can under-
stand, of food and perishable

items indicating either the date
manufactured or date after
which the quality may suffer
and the product should not
be sold.
OPEN-END CREDITa form
of credit which provides the
customer with a "line of credit"
up to a certain amount, usually
with the privilege of repaying
in full at the end of each billing
period and avoiding finance
charges, or paying only a por-
tion of the amount owed to-
gether with a finance charge

..eon the unpaid balance. A re-
volving charge account is a
good example.
OPEN STOCKa term indicat-
ing that a particular product
or pattern will continue to be
available for a long period of
time and that it may be pur-
chased individually as well as
in setsusually refers to
china, glassware, silver, etc.

OPPORTUNITY COSTthe
process of measuring the value
of a specific item by other
items that could be had for the
same price; essentially the
weighing of one alternative
against another rather than
merely considering the cash
price or value of a specific
good or service.
OPTIONan open offer,
usually paid for, to buy or sell,
deliver or receive, property or
securities according to speci-
fied terms for a specified pe-
riod of time; a choice.
ORALspoken as opposed to
written.
ORDERin law, a command by
a court, person or body at 1....;:or-
ized to issue the command; in
business, a request to deliver,
sell or purchase goods and
services viith the order; when
accepted by the seller consci-
cutes a binding agreement.
ORDINANCEgenerally refers
to local or municipal regula-
tions or laws.
ORIGINA L BALANCEthe
amount oi a debt before any
payments are made.
OU'llIAYusually refers to an
expenditure of cash funds.
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OUTLETusually refers to a
channel of distribution for
products.

OUT-OF-COURTa settlement
of grievances or disputes out-
side the jurisdiction of the
courtparties agree to a settle-
ment directly, without court
action.
OUTSTANDINGin credit or
accounting, a debt or obliga-
tion not yet paid.
OVERDRAFTa check written
for a greater amount than the
signer has in his account
OVERDUEpast due; not
paid by the date payment is due.

OVEREXTENDEDcircum-
stance in which one owes more
than he can payobligations
exceed the ability to pay.

OVERHEADcertain costs of
doing business such as rent,
utilities, equipment, which nor-
mally continue at the same level
regardless of business volume.

OVERINSURANCEinsurance
coverage in excess of possible
or probable losses.

OWNERSHIPthe right of an
individual or organization to
the lawful use and possession
of its assets and property.

PACKAGEcontainer or wrap-
ping in which products are
packed for shipment and/or
sale.

PACKAGED GOODSproducts
which are bought and sold in
prepared packages.

PACKERcompany which
prepares goods for shipment
or sale.
PARTYin law, one who has a
part in legal proceedinga
plaintiff or defendant
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PASSBOOKa book for keep-
ing a record of transactions
with a bank, savings and loan
association or credit union
it usually includes deposits,
withdrawals and interest
figures.
PAWNBROKERone in the
business of lending money in
exchange for personal property
deposited or "pawned" for
security.

PAYABLEgenerally meaning
due for payment or eligible for
payment at the time designated
as "payable."

PAY-AS-YOU-GOa system
of paying costs as they arise
out of current earnings or in-
come; using cash instead of
credit.
PAYMENTthe discharge of a
debt by paying it; also one of
a series of payments, as in
installment credit.
PENALTYa ounishment
and/or fine resulting from
failure to do or not to do a
specific thing according to law
or according to terms of an
agreement one has signed.

PENSIONa payment
previous services made to a re-
tired employee by the govern-
ment or his former employer.

PENSION PLANa plan set
up by an employer, sometimes
with cooperation from a union,
for making regular, systematic
pension payments to retired or
disabled employees.

PER CAPITAper person.
PERCENTAGEan amount
expressed as a proportion of
another amountas per one-
hundredth of the total.
PERFORMANCEthe accom-
plishment of that which one
agreed or promised to do; also
with respect to products, the
proper operation and function
of the product und with respect
to warranties, the accomplish-
ment of what has been promised
5r guarantees.

PERISHABLEsubject to
spoilage or c:eterioration within
relatively short time-
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PERSONAL CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURESthe total
market value of purchases of
goods and services by individ-
uals and non-profit organ-
izations.
PERSONAL FINANCE COM-
PANYa company in the
business of making loans to
individualsusually to finance
consumer purchases or personal
needs ; also called small loan
company or consumer finance
company.
PERSONAL INCOMEin gov-
ernment statistics, total of all
income received by individuals
from all sources as distin-
guished from business income.

PLEDGEsomething of value
given by a debtor to a creditor
as security for payment of
the obligation_

POLICYin business, s gen-
eral statement of philosophy
which governs business prac-
tices; in insurance, the contract
between the insured and the
insurer which outlines the
terms and conditions ander
which the insurance is issued.
POLICYHOLDERa person
who owns an insurance policy.

POSSESSIONin law, the
custody of anythinghaving
something in one's possession
not necessarily owning it.
POSTDATEto date some--
thing such as a check with a
later date than the day on
which it is written or
transacted.
POWER OF ATTORNEYthe
authorization of one person to
act for another as his agent
usually conveyed by a written
instrnment commc e!ly called
"power of attorney.'
PREMIUMsomething given
with a product as an incentive
to buy such as coupons, mer-
chandise, etc.; also, something
paid as a reward or bonus; in
insurance, periodk payments
for an insurance policy_

PRICEthe amount of money
asked or received for the pur-
chase and sale of goods, ser-
vices and property.
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PRINCIPALthe original or
face amount of a loan or de-
posit on which interest is
usually payable.

PRIORITYthe order of pref-
erence based on importance or
urgencyfrequently referred
to in personal, business and
government finance as "&e.ting
priorities" or determining
which needs take precedence
over others.

PRIVATE BRANDa brand
sold exclusively by one dis-
tributor, usually a large re-
taller or chain store retailer.
The products carry the distri-
butor's or seller's name rather
than the manufacturer's name.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISEa
system in which means of pro-
duction are owned and operated
by individuals and prtely
owned organizations for the
purpose of making reasonable
profitsas opposed to govern-
ment owned and controlled
production.

PROCEEDSgenerally the
amount gained from a transac-
tion after deductions, expenses,
etc. In credit, the amount ac-
tually received by a borrower
from a loan; in insurance, the
amount received by a bene-
ficiary.

PRODUCTthe result or end
of some process of producdon
or manufacture; also manu-
factured or processed items as
opposed to services or to goods
and commodities in their
natural state.

PRODUCTIONan act of
manufacturing or creating
something; that part of a busi-
ness devoted to manufacturing
something.

PRODUCT TESTINGa pro-
cess by which consumer prod-
ucts are checked and tested
before being sold to the public
usually during development
stage of new r roducts; also
process by which products on
the market are tested and rated
or approved by a testing
agency.



PROFESSIONALgenerally
refers to the work or services
of an individual whose work
is intellectual and/or creative
as opposed to routine or me-
chanical ; also may refer to the
degree of competence and
dedication one brings to a full-
time occupation.

PROFITa gain, benefit or
increase in material value; in
business, the excess of income
over expenses or the amount
left from total revenue after
all costs are paid.

PROMISSORY NOTEa writ-
ten agreement for payment of
a certain sum of money to a
specific person or firm at a
specific time.

PROMOTIONthe activities
designed to increase the sale
of certain products or services
or to improve business of a
specific store or business
organization.

PROPERTYthat which is
owned by individuals, business,
organizations or government

PROSPERITYa period of
expanding business activity
with high production, rela-
tively high employment, active
consumer spending.

PROXYone who acts for, or
represents, another in a speci-
fic situation; also the docu-
ment which authorizes one to
act for another.

PUBLIC UTILITYa business
engaged in supplying some
public service such as elec-
tricity, gas, telephone, trans-
portation, etc.
PUFFINGin advertising,
subjective crr opinion-type
statements about a product
(e.g. "A Sensational Value")
as compared to objective claims
purporting to be based on fact
(e.g. "The Lowest Price in
Town".) A subjective or puff-
ing statement, by its nature,
cannot be measured against
objective standards (e.g. what
is "Sensational ?" ; what is
"Value ?") Objective claims can
be measured (e.g. does another
store have a lower price?)

PURCHASEto obtain goods,
property or service in exchange
for money or credit.
PURCHASERa person who
buys goods or servicesa
buyer.
PURCHASING POWERthe
capacity of an individual or
group to purchase, as measured
by income; purchasing power
of the dollar refers to the
relative amount of goods and
services which can be pur-
chased with a dollar in a given
period of time as compared
with some earlier period.

QUALIFIEDfitness for a
specific purpose or assign-
ment; also refers to one who
possesses the necessary train-
ing, education and other qual-
ifications for a particular
profession or job.
QUALITYa degree of excel-
lence or fitness; attribute or
characteristic of a product;
grade or kind of product
QUANTITYan amount in
weight, size, number or other
measurement

RACKETan illegal business;
fraudulent scheme for getting
money.
RATE OF INTERESTan an-
nual percentage of the amount
charged for the use of money
over a period of time.
RAW MATERIALSthe goods
in a natural or unmanufactured
state which are used in or for
production.
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READY-MADEmade or
manufactured in final state to
be sold to the general public
as opposed to products made to
meet specifications of specific
buyers.
REAL ESTATEreal property
including land, buildings and
structures on the land.
REALTORa real estate
broker or salesmanusually a
member of a local association
affiliated with the National
Association of Real Estate
Boards.
REBATEa deduction for a
specified amount, charge or
payment, returned after the
amount, charge or payment
is made in full.
RECEIPTaztvritten acknow-
ledgment of liaving received
something of valuemoney,
payment, merchandise, service.
RECESSIONthat phase z1
the business cycle which shows
declining business activities in
the economy.
RECOURSEin law, a person's
right to recover damages or
collect debts and obligations
usually backed by the power
of a court
RECOVERYthe period of a
business cycle followIng a de-
pression ; an upswing or expan-
sion in business activity; the
regaining of something of
value or its equivalent in
money.
REDEEMto regain posses-
sion of something or gain the
release of an item pledged as
security when an obligation
is fulfilled.
REDRESSto make an adjust-
ment in a grievance between
buyer and seller.
REFUNDa repayment of
money, usually in the case
where it ought not to have been
collected, or charges as in an
overcharge; return of purchase
price as an adjustment under
a warranty or store igblicy.
REMEDYin law, the pre-
scribed way in which a right
may be enforced; also, the
relief to which an aggrieved
person is entitled.
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REMITTANCEan amount of
money sent from one person to
anotherusually in payment
for some goods or services
received.
RENTto possess, use or oc-
cupy under the terms of a
lease; also the amount paid for
right to possess, use or occupy
property or equipment.

REPAIRto restore damaged
or unworking property or prod-
ucts to good working condition.
REPOSSESSgenerally to take
back or recover goods from a
purchaser who fails to pay for
them according to the terms of
a contract.
RESALEthe second sale of
once-sold goods when the first
sale is incomplete because of
default or some other failure
to fulfill terms of the sale
contract; also, the sale of goods
by one purchaser to another
further down in the distribu-
tion system (e.g. a retailer buys
merchandise from a manufac-
turer for resale to the con-
sumer, rather than for his own
use and consumption.)
RESCINDto cancel or annul
a promise, agreement, sale or
purchase.
RESERVESmoney or funds
set aside to deal with expected
or unexpected financial
difficulties.
RESIDENCEthe place in
which a person lives.
RESOURCEwealth or a
means of obtaining wealth or
a source of revenueincludes
time, energy, equipment, ability
as well as financial wealth;
also used in merchandising to
refer to the producer or other
supplier of goods to retail
sellers.
RETAILthe business of sell-
ing for useto consumers as
opposed to sale for resale, such
as sale; by wholesalers, pro-
ducers or manufacturers.
RETAILERan individual or
organization in the business of
selling goods and services at
retail or to consumers.

RETAIL STOREa business
establishment engaged in sell-
ing to consumers or households
but not including catalog or
mail order sellers or door-to-
door sellers which are con-
sidered direct selling non-store
sellers.

RETIREMENTthe with-
drawal from business activity,
usually as a result of age or of
fulZilling a specified number
of years working for a company
or organization.

RETURNthe yield, profit or
earnings from sale or invest-
ments ; also merchandise
brought back by a customer
for a refund or =change.

REVENUEgenerally refers
to the total income of a govern-
ment or a business from sales,
taxes, fees and all sources.

REVOLVING CREDITsee
open-end credit.

RIDERan addition to a docu-
ment, as in insurance policies,
with clauses added to increase
or limit coverage or otherwise
alter the basic document.

RISKan element of uncer-
tainty or possibility of loss;
in insurance, the estimated
amount of loss possible and
probable from a specific hazard
or danger.

RUBBER CHECKa bad
check, returned by the bank
because the account of the
writer of the check does not
exist or does not contain ade-
quate funds to cover the
amount of the check.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXa box
in the vautt of a bank or safe
deposit company rented to
customers for storing valuable
and important documents and
papers.

SALARYthe money paid for
services performed in a job.

SALEthe transfer of goods
from seller to buyer in ex-
change for money in the
amount of the price of goods
or services purchased ; also
refers to special selling at
reduced prices.

SALES FINANCE COMPANY
a business engaged in pur-
chasing the accounts or notes
receivable of other businesses
and then collecting the amounts
due on the accounts or notes
bought
SAMPLEa trial amount; a
representative specimen of
other like products.

SAVEto set aside or safe-
guard for future use ; in ad-
vertising, a claim of reduced
or lower prices.

SAVINGSgenerally money
set aside for specific purposes
such as to use in the future, to
offer security against financial
risks or to earn money in the
form of dividends or interest
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSO-
CIATIONan institution set
up to make loans, usually for
the purchase or improvement
of real estate, and to offer in-
centive to members for saving.

SCARCITYa shortage; an
inadequate supply to meet
demand for a given item at
a given time.

SEAL OF APPROVAL OR
CERTIFICATIONa sign or
attachment to a product in-
dicating that it meets the stan-
dards and requirements of the
organization issuirig the seal.

SEASONALrefers to goods
that reach a peak in demand
and supply at specific times
during the year.

SECONDa product below
standard quality for a particu-
lar product or its manufac-
turer; sometimes called
"irregular" and implying
minor flaws or imperfections.

SECONDHANDused pre-
viously; not new.



...SECURITIES EXCHANGE
& market in which stocks and
bonds may be bought and sold.

SECURITYa stock, bond,
note, debenture or other docu-
mentary evidence of debt or
ownership of a corporation or
business organization; some-
thing of value pledged.

SELLto transfer goods or
perform services for a price.

SERVICEwork performed to
meet the needs of those buying
the work such us public util-
ities, repair work, personal
grooming services, transporta-
tion, drycleaning maintenance;
also includes professional ser-
vices of teachers, lawyers,
doctors, accountants, etc.

SERVICE CHARGEa fee
added to the price of goods or
services for some added ser-
vice connected with the sale
such as delivery, credit,
installation.

SERVICE LIFEthe length of
time a piece of equipment is in
service or used for its purpose.

SETTLEto pay off a debt or
obligation.

SETTLEMENTan agreement
for the disposal of an obligation
or property.
SHOPa place in which goods
or services are sold; also the
act of shopping for goods and
services one intends to buy.

SHOPPING CENTERa num-
ber of retail stores and service
businesses grouped in a single
location for shopping and
parking convenience.

SHYSTERrefers to any per-
son who runs a dishonest, dis-
reputable business a.ad also to
a dishonest, unethical lawyer.
SIGNATUREgenerally a per-
son's own name in his o
writing on a document or in-
strumentlegally binding in
most cases when signed to a
contract or legal document

SMALL CLAIMS COURTa
court which deals primarily
with claims not exceeding a

specified maximum such as $50
or $100usually set up to han-
dle such cases promptly and
inexpensively, with a minimum
of formality.

SOCIAL INSURANCEany
type of insurance sponsored by
government for the protection
of large groups of the public
against specified hazards.

SOCIALISMan economic sys-
tem in which the basic means
of production are primarily
owned and controlled collec-
tivelyusually by government
under some system of central
planning.

SOCIAL SECURITYa gov-
ernment insurance program
which provides benefits to
qualified individuals under
certain conditionsincludes
old age and survivors' insur-
ance, unemployment insurance,
disability coverage and some
medical insurance including
Medicare.

SPECIALISTa person trained
and skilled in a particular
field.

SPECIFICATIONSa detailed
outline of all elements and fac-
tors involved in a matter, a
product, or a job to be done.

SPECULATIONgenerally the
act of putting money into some
security or company or scheme
with the hope of quick, sizeable
profitusually involves a sig-
nificant degree of risk.

STANDARDany established
measure commoaly understood
for comparing similar products
in terms of size, weight, con-
tent, performance, specifica-
tions, etc.

STANDARDIZATIONthe set-
ting of basic standards or
specifications which products
must meet, (e.g. the standardiza-
tion of bolt sizes so that an
exact replacement can be ob-
tained, regardless of who makes
it and where purchased.)

STANDARD OF LIVINGan
economic term referring to the
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generally accepted amounts of
goods and services which a
large group considers essential.

STATISTICSthe sciences
concerned with collecting .
analyzing, classifying and
interpreting information and
expressing it in numerical or
quantitative terms; also, the
numerical and quantitative
facts presented.

FTATUTEa law.

STOCKa share in the owner-
ship of a corporation ; also,
merchandise for sale in a stare.

STOCK CERTIFICATE
written evidence of ownership
in a corporation.

STOCKHOLDEWone who
owns shares of stock in a
corporation.

STOCK MARKETan ex-
change or place where stocks
are bought and sold.

STOP PAYMENTan order by
a person to a bank in which
he has an account to refuee to
honor a check the person has
written.

SUEto take legal action
against another party to settle
grievances or disputes.

SUITlegal proceedings
brought against one person by
another in court to correct a
wrong, settle a claim or en-
force a right.

SUPERMARKETa large re-
tail store selling a wide variety
of goods and some services but
primarrly in the area of foods
and household supplies and
furnishings.

SUPPLYthe amount of goods
and services that will be avail-
able for sale at various prices
at stated times.

SWINDLEto cheat or de-
fraud; to conduct business
under false pretenses or
fraudulently.
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TAGa label or ticket on
products for saleusually
gives product information of
one type or another.

TAKE-W: ..1E-PAY----the wages
or eaceived after neces-
sary de '1.-ztioaz for withhold-
ing taxes, social security,
welfare benefits, etc.
TAXthe payments collected
from persons, business or
property by a government au-
thority, primarily for the
purpose of running the
government.
TAXPAYERone who pays
taxes.
TENANTone who occupies
or uses property of another
under the terms of a lease or
other agreement; also called
a renter.
TERMa period of time ; also,
a condition, limitation or speci-
fication as in the "terms" of a
contract ; also, a type of life
insurance.
THIRD PARTYa person who
is involved in a contract, action
or occurrence but is not a
principal party..
TIPa gratuity or payment
given for personal service as
in a restaurant, taxi, barber
shop, beauty shop or other
place one receives personal
attention in excess of the
price for services.
TITLEa document of evi-
dence of an owner's right to
his possessions and property
(e.g. land title, automobile
title.)
TRADE ASSOCIATIONan
organization of business firms
in the same or related fields
formed for the purpose of
promoting their common in-
terests and working together on
non-competitive subjects such
as standardization, consumer
protection, etc.

TRADE-INa product offered
and accepted as partial pay-
ment in the purchasing of
another productcommonly
done in purchase of automo-
biles and major appliances.

TRADEMARELan identifying
name, symbol or design which
sets a manufacturer's or dis-
tributor's product apart from
similar products of competitors.

TRADING STAMPSa form
of buying incentive wherein
customers are given stamps
which represent a small por-
tion of the amount of each
purchase (2% or 3%) and
which way be exchanged for
merchandise or cash when a
specified number of stamps
have been collected.

TRANSACTIONan agree-
ment between two or more
parties creating a legal obliga-
tion or rightfreqnently in-
volves sales, loans, leases or
other business agreements.

TRUSTan arrangemenfin
which one person or organiza-
tion such as a bank is named
trustee to hold property for the
use and benefit of another,
the beneficiary.

UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE
any business practice which is
considered unethical or illegal.

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL
CODEa combination of uni-
form laws affecting business
activities, set forth by the
National Association of Com-
missioners on Uniform State
Laws.
UNIFORM CONSUMER
CREDIT CODE (UCCC)
a proposed plan whereby all
states would have similar or
uniform credit lawsmust be
accepted by state legislatures
to be applicable in each state.
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UNIFORM LAWone of a
number of laws proposed for
and adopted by many states to
achieve similar laws in the
states and avoid confusion
over the legality of specific
activities.

UNIONan organization of
employees or workers forzn'-:d
to deal collectively with em-
ployers on employment issues
such as wages, hours, fringe
benefits, working conditions,
etc.

UNION RATEa stan-.1ard
wage-per-hour or per-piece-of-
work as set by a union agree-
ment with employers.

UNIT PRICEthe pricing of
products by a single unit of
measure, or volume as price per
ounce, per quart, per foot, etc-

UNPAID BALANCEdiffer-
ence between purchase price
and down payment; also, total
amount left to pay.

UNSECUREDgenerally on
signature alonenot backed
by collateral or pledge of
val uables.

USURYexcessive charge for
the use of moneya charge
over and aboire that which is
permitted by law in a particular
state.

VALIDlegally sufficient.
VALUEthe worth of goods
and services expressed in
moneythe price a thingwill
bring.

VALUE RECEIVEDthe worth
of goods and services related
to the price paid for them.

VENDORa seller.
VERBALoral, in spoken
word, unwritten.



VERIFICATIONthe process
of investigating and document-
ing the truth of a statement
or claim.
VOIDinvalid, not binding,
unenforceable.
VOUCHERa receipt or writ-
ten evidence of payment or
receipt of money.

WAGESthe income received
or paid in exchange for labor.
WAGE ASSIGNMENTan
agreement signed by a debtor
allowing the creditor to collect
part of the debtor's wages from
the employer if payment is not
made according to terms of
the contract. (Illegal in some
states.)
WAITING PERIODin in-
surance, the period of time
between the occurrence of a
disability, unemployment, or
accident, and the date an which
payments are made ; in con-
sumer buying, the period

allowed by law for a buyer to
cancel a purchase without
penaltyrefers primarily to
door-to-door selling.
WAIVERany intentional
renunciation or giving up of a
right, claim or interest.
WANTto desire, wish or de-
mand the use of goods and
services.
WARRANTYa statement of
manufacturer or seller of a
product or service concerning
his responsibility for quality,
characteristics and perform-
ance of the product or service;
used interchangeably with
guarantee.
WAYBILLa written listing
and description of goods in-
cluded in a freight shipment.
WEAR AND TEARthe de-
terioration and depreciation of
property or equipment which
results from ordinary use
and aging.
WEIOLESALEthe selling of
goods in large lots or bulk to a
retailer for resale at retail
prices to consumers.
WILLa document by which
an individual directs the dis-
tribution of his property and
possessions to others upon his
death.

WILL CALLa way of buying
goods in which the buyer leaves
a deposit or part payment for
the goods and the merchandise
is set aside until full payment
is made, at which time goods
are conveyed by the seller to
the buyer; also called "lay
away plan."

WINDFALLan unexpected
gain or income.

WITHHOLDINGtaxes paid
for an employee by his employer
and then withheld from the
employee's salary or wages.

WORTHthe value of some-
thingparticularly expressed
in money or market value-

WRITa mandatory precept
issued by a court of law requir-
ing the performance of a
specific act.

YIELDpercentage of a return
on an investment.


